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Abstract

The termmeta-programmingrefers to the ability of writing programs that have other programs as
data and exploit their semantics.

The aim of this paper is presenting a methodology allowing usto perform a correct termination
analysis for a broad class of practical meta-interpreters,including negation and performing different
tasks during the execution. It is based on combining the power of general orderings, used in proving
termination of term-rewrite systems and programs, and on the well-known acceptability condition,
used in proving termination of logic programs.

The methodology establishes a relationship between the ordering needed to prove termination of
the interpreted program and the ordering needed to prove termination of the meta-interpreter together
with this interpreted program. If such a relationship is established, termination of one of those implies
termination of the other one, i.e., the meta-interpreter preserves termination.

Among the meta-interpreters that are analysed correctly are a proof trees constructing meta-
interpreter, different kinds of tracers and reasoners.

To appear without appendix in Theory and Practice of Logic Programming.
Keywords: termination analysis, meta-programming, meta-interpreter.

1 Introduction

The choice of logic programming as a basis for meta-programming offers a number of
practical and theoretical advantages. One of them is the possibility of tackling critical foun-
dation problems of meta-programming within a framework with a strong theoretical basis.
Another is the surprising ease of programming. These advantages motivated intensive re-
search on meta-programming inside the logic programming community (Apt and Turini 1995;
Hill and Gallagher 1998; Levi and Ramundo 1993; Martens and De Schreye 1995b; Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997).
Meta-programming in logic languages is also a powerful technique for many different ap-
plication areas such as aspect-oriented programming (De Volder and D’Hondt 1999; Brichau et al. 2002)
and constraints solving (Lamma et al. 1996).
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Moreover, termination analysis is one of the most intensiveresearch areas in logic pro-
gramming as well (see e.g. (Bossi et al. 2002; Bruynooghe et al. 2002; Decorte et al. 1999;
Dershowitz et al. 2001; Genaim et al. 2002; Lee 2002; Mesnardand Ruggieri 2003; Verbaeten et al. 2001)).

Traditionally, termination analysis of logic programs hasbeen done either by the “trans-
formational” approach or by the “direct” one. A transformational approach first trans-
forms the logic program into an “equivalent” term-rewrite system (or, in some cases,
into an equivalent functional program). Here, equivalencemeans that, at the very least,
the termination of the term-rewrite system should imply thetermination of the logic pro-
gram, for some predefined collection of queries1. Direct approaches do not include such
a transformation, but prove the termination directly on thebasis of the logic program.
These approaches are usually based onlevel mappings, functions that map atoms to nat-
ural numbers, andnormsthat map terms to natural numbers. De Schreyeet al.proved in
(De Schreye et al. 1992) that termination is equivalent toacceptability, i.e. to existence of
a level mapping that decreases from the call to the head of a clause to the appropriately
instantiated call to the recursive body subgoal. In (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002) we
have developed an approach that provides the best of both worlds: a means to incorporate
into “direct” acceptability-based approaches the generality of general term-orderings.

The aim of this paper is to present a methodology that allows us to perform a correct
termination analysis for a broad class of meta-interpreters. This methodology is based on
the “combined” approach to termination analysis mentionedabove. It makes possible the
reuse of termination proofs obtained for the interpreted program as a base for the termina-
tion proof of the meta-program. As Example 2 will illustrate, with the level mappings based
techniques the reuse would be impossible, even if the simplest “vanilla” meta-interpreter,
presented in the following example, was considered.

Example 1
Our research has been motivated by the famous “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0, undoubtedly
belonging to logic programming classics.

solve(true).

solve((Atom,Atoms))← solve(Atom),solve(Atoms).

solve(Head)← clause(Head,Body),solve(Body).

Atoms of the formclause(Head,Body) represent the interpreted program. Termination
of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter has been studied by Pedreschi and Ruggieri. They have
proved that termination of the queryQ with respect to a programP implies termination of
the querysolve(Q) with respect toM0 andP (Corollary 40, (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997)).
We are going to see that the two statements are equivalent, i.e., the queryQ terminates with
respect to a programP if and only if the querysolve(Q) LD-terminates with respect toM0

andP . ✷

Even though the termination of an interpreted program mighteasily be proved with
level mappings, the termination proof of the meta-interpreter extended by this program

1 The approach of Arts (Arts 1997) is exceptional in the sense that the termination of the logic program is
concluded from a weaker property ofsingle-redex normalisationof the term-rewrite system.
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with respect to the set of the corresponding queries might bemuch more complex. As the
following example demonstrates, in some cases no linear level mapping can prove termi-
nation of the meta-program, despite the fact that termination of an interpreted program can
be shown with linear level mappings. Recall, that a level mapping | · | and a norm‖ · ‖ are
calledlinearif

| p(t1, . . . , tn) |= cp + Σn
i=1a

p
i ‖ti‖,

‖f (t1, . . . , tn)‖= cf + Σn
i=1a

f
i ‖ti‖,

and for allp, f and for alli , the coefficients are non-negative integers.

Example 2
Let P be the following program:

l(X )← p(X ),r(X ). p(X )← q(X ,Y ),p(Y ). r(f (X ))← s(Y ),r(X ).
q(f (Z ),Z ). p(0). r(0).
s(0).

This program clearly terminates forl(t) for every ground termt . To show termination
one may, for example, use a term-size norm‖ ·‖, defined on a termt as a number of nodes
in the tree-representation oft , and a level mapping based on‖ · ‖: | l(t) | = ‖t‖, | p(t) |

= ‖t‖, | r(t) | = ‖t‖, | s(t) | = 0 and| q(t1, t2) | = 0. One can show that the program
above satisfies the acceptability condition of De Schreyeet al. (De Schreye et al. 1992)
with respect to this level mapping and, hence, queries of theform l(t) with a ground
argumentt terminate with respect to the program.

Corollary 40, (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997) implies thatsolve(l(t)) terminates for ev-
ery groundt as well. However, if a linear level mapping| · | and a linear norm‖ ·‖ are used
in the traditional way to prove termination of the meta-program, the following constraints
are obtained among others:

| solve(p(X )) |> | solve((q(X ,Y ),p(Y ))) | (1)

| solve(r(f (X ))) |> | solve((s(Y ),r(X ))) | (2)

| solve((s(Y ),r(X ))) |> | solve(r(X )) |, (3)

where> denotes the traditional ordering on natural numbers. In general, the last constraint
should take into consideration the intermediate body atoms(Y ) as well, but one can prove
that it cannot affectr(X ). Observe that, unlike the interpreted program, the comma of
“(s(Y ),r(X ))” in the meta-program is a functor to be considered during thetermination
analysis.

One can show that there is no linear level mapping that can satisfy (1)–(3). Indeed,
constraints (1)–(3) can be reduced to the following (without loss of generality,csolve= 0
andasolve

1 = 1). For functors having only one argument the subscript is dropped.

cp +ap‖X ‖> c, +a
,
1c

q +a
,
1a

q

1 ‖X ‖+a
,
1a

q

2 ‖Y ‖+a
,
2c

p +a
,
2a

p‖Y ‖

cr +arcf +araf ‖X ‖> c, +a
,
1c

s +a
,
1a

s‖Y ‖+a
,
2c

r +a
,
2a

r‖X ‖

c, +a
,
1c

s +a
,
1a

s‖Y ‖+a
,
2c

r +a
,
2a

r‖X ‖> cr +ar‖X ‖
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Further reduction gives, among others, the following inequalities:

cp > c, +a
,
1c

q +a
,
2c

p (4)

cr +arcf > c, +a
,
1c

s +a
,
2c

r (5)

c, +a
,
1c

s +a
,
2c

r > cr (6)

a
,
2a

r ≥ ar (7)

Condition (4) implies thata ,
2 = 0. Thus, by (7)ar = 0 holds as well. However, (5) and (6)

imply thatar cf > 0, which provides the desired contradiction. ✷

Note that by the well-known result of (De Schreye et al. 1992)termination of the meta-
program implies existence of a non-linear level mapping that would prove termination.
However, such a level mapping might be difficult or even impossible to generate automat-
ically.

One can consider a number of possible solutions to this problem. First, we may restrict
attention to a specific class of interpreted programs, such that if their termination can be
proved via linear norms and level mappings, so should be the termination of the meta-
program obtained from it andM0. As the following example illustrates even for this re-
stricted class of programs no obvious relation can be established between a level mapping
required to prove termination of the interpreted program and a level mapping required
to prove termination of the meta-program. Observe, that results on modular termination
proofs for logic programs (Apt and Pedreschi 1994; Bossi et al. 2002; Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1996;
Verbaeten et al. 2001) further discussed in Section 7 are notapplicable here, since the level-
mapping required to prove termination of calls toclauseis trivial.

Example 3
Let P be the following program:

p([X ,Y |T ])← p([Y |T ]),p(T )·

Termination of the set of queries{p(t) | t is a list of finite length} can easily be proved, for
example by using a level mapping|p(X )|= ‖X ‖l , where‖·‖l is a list-length norm defined
as‖[h|t ]‖l = 1+ ‖t‖l for lists and as‖t‖l = 0 for terms other than lists. However, when
this program is considered together withM0 this level mapping and this norm cannot be
extended in a way allowing us to prove termination, even though there exists a linear level
mapping and a linear norm that provide a termination proof. In our case, the following
linear level mapping is sufficient to prove termination:|solve(A)| = ‖A‖, ‖(A,B)‖ =

1+‖A‖+‖B‖,‖p(X )‖ = 1+‖X ‖, ‖[H |T ]‖= 1+3‖T‖. ✷

Thus, even though modern termination analysis techniques,such as the constraint-based
approach of (Decorte et al. 1999), are able to derive the level mapping required, they can-
not reuse any information from a termination proof of the interpreted program to do so, and
the process has to be restarted from scratch. Moreover, the constraints set up for such exam-
ples are fairly complex (n body atoms are interpreted as a,/2-term of depthn and reason-
ing on them requires products of (at least)n parameters). Other approaches based on level
mappings work on a basis of fixed norms (Dershowitz et al. 2001; Codish and Taboch 1999),
like list-length and term-size, and therefore fail to provetermination of the example. Hence,
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we follow a different way and instead of considering level mappings and norms, we move
to the general orderings based framework originally presented in (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002).

In order for meta-interpreters to be useful in applicationsthey should be able to cope with
a richer language than the one of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter, including, for example,
negation. Moreover, typical applications of meta-interpreters, such as debuggers, also re-
quire the production of some additional output or the performance of some additional tasks
during the execution, such as constructing proof trees or cutting “unlikely” branches for an
uncertainty reasoner with cutoff. These extensions can andusually will influence termina-
tion properties of the meta-interpreter. To this end we firstidentify popular classes of meta-
interpreters, including the importantextended meta-interpreters(Martens and De Schreye 1995b).
Next, we use the orderings-based framework to find conditions implying that termination is
not violated or not improved. By combining these conditionsone obtains the requirements
for termination preservation.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. After some preliminary remarks, we
present the general orderings based framework of (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002). Next
we introduce basic definitions and discuss the methodology developed, as it applies to the
“vanilla” meta-interpreterM0. Afterwards, we show how the same methodology can be
applied to more advanced meta-interpreters.

2 Preliminaries

We follow the standard notation for terms and atoms. Aqueryis a finite sequence of atoms.
Given an atomA, rel(A) denotes the predicate occurring inA. TermP andAtomP denote,
respectively, the sets of all terms and atoms that can be constructed from the language
underlyingP . The extended Herbrand UniverseU E

P (the extended Herbrand baseBE
P ) is

a quotient set ofTermP (AtomP ) modulo the variant relation. Recall that thequotient set
of a setX with respect to an equivalence relation∼ is the set consisting of all equivalence
classes induced onX by∼.

We refer to an SLD-tree constructed using the left-to-rightselection rule of Prolog as
an LD-tree. We will say that a queryQ LD-terminatesfor a programP , if the LD-tree for
{Q}∪P is finite.

The following definition is similar to Definition 6.30 (Apt 1997).

Definition 1
Let P be a program andp, q be predicates occurring in it.

• We say thatp refers toq in P if there is a clause inP that usesp in its head andq in
its body.
• We say thatp depends onq in P and writep ⊒ q, if (p,q) is in the transitive closure

of the relationrefers t o.
• We say thatp andq are mutually recursiveand writep ≃ q, if p ⊒ q andq ⊒ p.

The only difference between this definition and the originaldefinition of Apt is that we
define⊒ as a transitive closure of therefers torelation and not as a reflexive transitive
closure of it. Thus, we can say that the predicatep is recursive if and only ifp ≃ p, while
if the definition of Apt is followed,p ≃ p holds for allp. We also abbreviatep ⊒ q, q 6⊒ p

by p ❂ q.
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Results for termination of meta-interpreters presented inthis paper are based on the no-
tion of order-acceptability with respect to a set of queries, studied in (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002).
This notion of order-acceptability generalises the notionof acceptability with respect to
a set (Decorte and De Schreye 1998) in two ways: 1) it generalises it to general order-
ings, 2) it generalises it to mutual recursion, using the standard notion of mutual recur-
sion (Apt 1997)—the original definition of acceptability required decrease only for calls to
the predicate that appears in the head of the clause. This restriction limited the approach to
programs with direct recursion only.

We start by reviewing some properties of orderings. Aquasi-orderingover a setS is
a reflexive and transitive relation≥ defined on elements ofS . We define the associated
equivalence relation≤≥ as s ≤≥ t if and only if s ≥ t and t ≥ s , and the associated
ordering> ass > t if and only if s ≥ t but nott ≥ s . If neithers ≥ t , nor t ≥ s we write
s‖≥t . If s ≥ t or t ≥ s hold for all s andt , the quasi-ordering is calledtotal, otherwise it
is calledpartial. Sometimes, in order to distinguish between different quasi-orderings and
associated relations, we also use�, ≻, �� and‖�. An ordered setS is said to bewell-
foundedif there are no infinite descending sequencess1 > s2 > .. . of elements ofS . If the
setS is clear from the context we will say that the ordering, defined on it, is well-founded.

Before introducing the order-acceptability we need the following notion. Thecall set,
Call(P ,S ), is the set of all atomsA, such that a variant ofA is a selected atom in some
branch of the LD-tree forP ∪{Q}, for someQ ∈ S . Techniques for inferring the supersets
of the call set were suggested in (Janssens and Bruynooghe 1992; Janssens et al. 1994).
For the sake of simplicity we writeCall(P ,Q) instead ofCall(P ,{Q}).

Definition 2
Let S be a set of atomic queries andP a definite program.P is order-acceptable with
respect toS if there exists a well-founded ordering> overCall(P ,Q), such that

• for anyA ∈ Call(P ,S )

• for any clauseA′← B1, . . . ,Bn in P , such that mgu(A,A′) = θ exists,
• for any atomBi , such thatrel(Bi )≃ rel(A)

• for any computed answer substitutionσ for← (B1, . . . ,Bi−1)θ:

A > Biθσ

In (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002) we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1
Let P be a program.P is order-acceptable with respect to a set of atomic queriesS if and
only if P is LD-terminating for all queries inS .

We discovered that order-acceptability is a powerful notion, allowing us a wide variety of
programs, such asnormalisation(Decorte et al. 1999),derivative(Dershowitz and Manna 1979),
bid (Bueno et al. 1994), and credit evaluation expert system (Sterling and Shapiro 1994)
to mention a few. In this paper we will see that order-acceptability plays a key role in
analysing termination behaviour of meta-programs. We alsoremark that the declarative
version of our termination proof method, so calledrigid acceptabilityalso presented in (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002),
cannot be used to analyse termination behaviour of meta-programs as rigid acceptability
implies termination but it is no longer equivalent to it.
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3 Basic definitions

In this section, we present a number of basic definitions. We start by defining the kind of
program we call a meta-program. Then we introduce two semantic notions that relate com-
puted answers of the interpreted program to computed answers of the meta-program. Fi-
nally, we conclude by discussing an appropriate notion of termination for meta-interpreters.

We have seen already in Example 1 that the input program is represented as a set of
atoms of the predicateclause. We call this representation aclause-encodingand define it
formally as follows:

Definition 3
Let P be a program. Theclause-encoding ce(P) is a collection of facts of a new predicate
clause, such thatclause(H ,B) ∈ ce(P) if and only if H ← B is a clause inP .

Example 4
Let P be the following program:

p(X )← q(X ). q(b). s ← r , t ·

Then, the following program isce(P):

clause(p(X ),q(X )). clause(q(b), true). clause(s ,(r , t)).

✷

An alternative representation of an interpreted program and the related meta-interpreter
will be discussed in Section 6 (Example 25).

A meta-interpreterfor a language is an interpreter for the language written in the lan-
guage itself. We follow (Sterling and Shapiro 1994) by usinga predicatesolvefor the meta-
interpreter predicate. Sometimes a namedemois used (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997). One
of the first meta-interpreters was introduced by Kowalski in(Kowalski 1979).

Definition 4
The programP is called ameta-programif it can be represented asM ∪ I , such that:

• I is a clause-encoding of some programP ′.
• M defines a predicatesolvethat does not appear inP ′.

M is called themeta-interpreter. P ′ is called theinterpreted program.

We also assume that neither,/2 norclause/2 appears in the language underlying the in-
terpreted program. Observe that if this assumption is violated, a clear distinction between
the meta-interpreter and the interpreted program is no longer possible. Note that this re-
striction implies that we cannot study higher-order meta-programs (i.e., programs with two
or more meta-layers). Distinguishing between the meta-interpreter and the interpreted pro-
gram is essential, for example, to ease the recognition of a program as a meta-program.
Observe that meta-interpreters like “vanilla” mix an interpreted language and the meta-
language because of the call toclause/2 in the definition ofsolve. An alternative class
of meta-interpreters keeping these languages strictly separate is considered in Section 6
(Example 25).
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Now we are going to define the notions ofsoundnessandcompletenessfor meta-inter-
preters, that relate computed answers of the interpreted program to the computed answers
of the meta-program. It should be noted that we define these notions forsolvewith arity
n ≥ 1. Second, third, etc. arguments are often required to support added functionality (see
M2 in Example 5 below). Often these arguments will store some information about the
interpreted program obtained during the execution of the meta-interpreter. For example,
M2 in Example 5 returns the maximal depth of the LD-tree of the interpreted program and
the interpreted query.

Definition 5
The meta-interpreterM definingsolvewith arity n is calledsoundif for every program
P and every queryQ0 ∈ BE

P for everys1, . . . ,sn−1 ∈ U E
M if solve(t0, t1, . . . , tn−1) is a

computed answer for{solve(Q0,s1, . . . ,sn−1)}∪M ∪ce(P) thent0 is a correct answer for
{Q0}∪P .

The definition of soundness, as well as further definitions, requires some property to
hold for all programs. These definitions do not depend on the considered class of pro-
grams. However, constructing meta-interpreters that willsatisfy the properties required for
all Prolog programs can be difficult. Thus, we start by restricting the class of programs
considered to definite logic programs.

To simplify the presentation, we denoteVarsn a (countably infinite) set of linear se-
quences of lengthn of free variables. Recall that a sequence of free variables is called
linearif all the variables are different.

Definition 6
The meta-interpreterM definingsolvewith arity n is calledcompleteif for every program
P , every queryQ0 ∈ BE

P and every computed answert0 for {Q0}∪P holds:

• if n = 1, then there existst ∈U E
M∪ce(P) such thatsolve(t) is a computed answer for

{solve(Q0)}∪M ∪ce(P) andt0 is an instance oft
• if n > 1, then there exist(v1, . . . ,vn−1) ∈ Varsn−1 and t , t1, . . . , tn−1 ∈ U E

M∪ce(P)

such thatsolve(t , t1, . . . , tn−1) is a computed answer for{solve(Q0,v1, . . . ,vn−1)}∪

(M ∪ce(P)), andt0 is an instance oft .

Example 5
The following meta-interpreterM1 is sound, but is not complete:solve(A)← fail. The
meta-interpretersolve(A,X ). is complete, but it is not sound. The “vanilla” meta-interpreter
M0 (Example 1) is both sound and complete, as shown in (Levi and Ramundo 1993).

The following meta-interpreterM2 is also sound and complete. Given a programP and
a queryQ , computingsolve(Q ,v), wherev is a free variable, with respect toM2∪ce(P)

not only mimics the execution ofQ with respect toP but also calculates the maximal depth
of the LD-tree.

solve(true,0).

solve((A,B),K )← solve(A,M ),solve(B ,N ),max(M ,N ,K ).

solve(A,s(N ))← clause(A,B),solve(B ,N ).
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max(0,0,0).

max(s(X ),0,s(X )).

max(0,s(X ),s(X )).

max(s(X ),s(Y ),s(Z ))←max(X ,Y ,Z )·

It is intuitively clear why this meta-interpreter is sound.In the latter part of the paper we
investigate an important class of meta-interpreters, includingM2, and prove that all meta-
interpreters in this class are sound (Lemma 2).

To see thatM2 is complete recall that the second argument ofsolve(Query) that is re-
quired by Definition 6 should be a variable. Indeed, in this case unifications of calls to
solvewith the corresponding clauses will depend only on the first argument ofsolveand
calls to max cannot affect meta-variables, fail or introduce infinite execution. Formally,
completeness of this meta-interpreter follows from Lemma 8and from the fact that for any
interpreted programP and any interpreted queryQ , M2 extended byP terminates for all
calls tomaxobtained with respect tosolve(Q ,v), wherev is a free variable. ✷

Recall that our aim is to study termination of meta-interpreters, that is termination of
queries of the formsolve(Q0,H1, . . . , Hn), whereQ0 is a query with respect to the inter-
preted program. Thus, the crucial issue is to define an appropriatenotion of termination
for meta-interpreters. It should be observed that requiring termination ofsolve(Q0,H1, . . . ,

Hn) for all possible queriesQ0 and all possible interpreted programsP is undesirable.
In fact, there are no interesting meta-interpreters satisfying this property. Therefore, in-
stead of termination we consider termination preservation. For many applications, such as
debuggers, this is the desired behaviour of a meta-interpreter. However, there are many
meta-interpreters that may change termination behaviour of the interpreted program, either
by improving or by violating it.

Definition 7
(non-violating LD-termination)

1. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolve with arity 1. M is callednon-
violating LD-terminationif for every programP and every queryQ0 ∈ BE

P

if the LD-tree of{Q0}∪P is finite, then the LD-tree of{solve(Q0)}∪ (M ∪

ce(P)) is finite as well.
2. LetM be a meta-interpreter definingsolvewith arityn +1,n > 0.M is called

non-violating LD-termination with respect toS ⊆ (U E
M )n if for every program

P and every queryQ0∈BE
P if the LD-tree of{Q0}∪P is finite, then for every

sequence(H1, . . . ,Hn) ∈ S , the LD-tree of{solve(Q0,H1, . . . ,Hn)}∪ (M ∪

ce(P)) is finite as well.

Observe thatS formalises the intuitive notion of a set of sequences of “arguments other
than the meta-argument”. It should be noted that the two cases can not be collapsed to one,
i.e.,n > 0 is essential. Indeed, assume thatn = 0 in the second case. Then,(U E

M )n is empty
and, therefore,S is empty as well. Hence, there exists no sequence(H1, . . . ,Hn) ∈ S and
universally quantified term in the “then”-clause is always true. In other words,M would
be called non-violating LD-termination if for every program P and every queryQ0 the
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LD-tree of{Q0}∪P is finite, which is useless as a definition. Therefore, the case n = 0
should be considered separately.

It should be noted that traditionally the feature introduced in Definition 7 is calledim-
proving termination. However, this term is not quite accurate, since by improving we do
not mean that the meta-program terminatesmore oftenthan the original one, but that it ter-
minatesat least as oftenas the original one. Thus, we chose to use more clear terminology.

It also follows from the definition of non-violation that every meta-interpreter defining
solvewith arity greater than 1 does not violate termination with respect to the empty set.

Example 6

Recall the meta-interpreters shown in Example 5.M1 does not violate termination, andM2

does not violate termination with respect to(U E
M2

)1, that is with respect toU E
M2

. ✷

The dual notion is of termination non-improving.

Definition 8

(non-improving LD-termination)

1. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolve with arity 1. M is callednon-
improving LD-terminationif for every programP and everysolve(Q0) ∈

BE
M∪ce(P), finiteness of the LD-tree of{solve(Q0)}∪ (M ∪ ce(P)) implies

finiteness of the LD-tree of{Q0}∪P .

2. Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolve with arity n + 1, n > 0. M is
callednon-improving LD-termination with respect toS ⊆ (U E

M )n if for ev-
ery programP and every querysolve(Q0,H1, . . . ,Hn) ∈ BE

M∪ce(P), such that
(H1, . . . ,Hn)∈S , finiteness of the LD-tree of{solve(Q0,H1, . . . ,Hn)}∪(M ∪

ce(P)) implies finiteness of the LD-tree of{Q0}∪P .

Example 7

The meta-interpreterM2 does not improve termination with respect toVars, whereVars is
a countably infinite set of variables. ✷

Finally, we definetermination preservation.

Definition 9

Let M be a meta-interpreter definingsolvewith arity n + 1. We say thatM is preserv-
ing termination(preserving termination with respect toS ⊆ (U E

M )n , if n > 0), if it is
non-violating LD-termination (non-violating LD-termination with respect toS ) and non-
improving LD-termination (non-improving LD-terminationwith respect toS ).

The “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0 preserves termination and the meta-interpreterM2

preserves termination with respect toVars, that is if it is used to measure the depth of
LD-refutation of a given query, and not to bound it. In the next sections we prove these
statements.
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4 Termination of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter

Termination of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter, presentedin Example 1, has been studied
by Pedreschi and Ruggieri. They have proved that “vanilla” does not violate termination
(Corollary 40, (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997)). However, wecan claim more—this meta-
interpreter preserves termination.

We base our proof on soundness and completeness of “vanilla”, proved in (Levi and Ramundo 1993).
Observe that, in general, soundness and completeness are not sufficient for the call set to
be preserved. Indeed, consider the following example, motivated by the ideas of unfold-
ing (Bossi and Cocco 1994).

Example 8
The following meta-interpreterM3 eliminates calls to undefined predicates.

solve(true).

solve((A,B))← solve(A),solve(B).

solve(A)← clause(A,B),check(B),solve(B).

check((A,B))← check(A),check(B).

check(A)← clause(A, ).

check(true).

This meta-interpreter is sound and complete, i.e., preserves computed answers. However,
it does not preserve termination. Indeed, letP be the following program:

p← q,r .

q ← q.

and letp be the query. Then,p with respect toP does not terminate, whilesolve(p) with re-
spect toM3∪ce(P) terminates (finitely fails). Thus, this meta-interpreter does not preserve
LD-termination. Observe that unfolding may only improve termination (Bossi and Cocco 1994).
Thus, this meta-interpreter is non-violating LD-termination. ✷

Thus, the claim that the “vanilla” meta-interpreter preserves the calls set should be
proven separately.

Lemma 1
Let P be an interpreted program,M0 be the “vanilla” meta-interpreter andQ ∈ BE

P , then:

• for every callA ∈ Call(P ,Q), there existssolve(A′) ∈ Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q))

such thatA andA′ are variants;
• for every callsolve(A)∈Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)), such thatA∈BE

P , there exists
A′ ∈ Call(P ,Q), such thatA andA′ are variants.

Proof

The proof can be found in Appendix A.
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This lemma extends Theorem 9 (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997),by claiming not only
that every call of the meta-program and of the meta-query “mimics” the original execution,
but also that every call of the original program and query is “mimicked” by the meta-
program.

Now we can complete the analysis of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter, namely, prove that
it does not improve termination. The main idea is to construct a quasi-ordering relation�
for atoms of the interpreted program based on the quasi-ordering ≥ such that the meta-
program is order-acceptable via the quasi-ordering relation≥. To complete the proof, we
have to show that the interpreted program is order-acceptable via�.

Theorem 2
LetP be a definite program,S a set of atomic queries, andM0 the “vanilla” meta-interpreter,
such thatM0∪ce(P) is LD-terminating for all queries in{solve(Q) |Q ∈ S}. Then,P is
LD-terminating for all queries inS .

Proof
By Theorem 1M0∪ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect to a set{solve(Q) |Q ∈S}. We
are going to prove order-acceptability ofP with respect toS . By Theorem 1 termination
will be implied.

SinceM0∪ ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect to{solve(Q) | Q ∈ S} there exists
a well-founded quasi-ordering≥, satisfying requirements of Definition 2. Let� be a new
quasi-ordering onBE

P defined asA≻ B if solve(A) > solve(B) andA��A for all A.
The ordering is defined on{A | A ∈ BE

P ∧ ∃Q ∈ S such thatsolve(A) ∈ Call(M0∪

ce(P),solve(Q))}. By Lemma 1 this set coincides withCall(P ,S ). The ordering≻ is well-
defined and well-founded. These properties follow immediately from the corresponding
properties of>.

Next, we prove thatP is order-acceptable with respect toS via �. Let Q ∈ S , A ∈

Call(P ,Q) and letA′ ← B1, . . . ,Bn be a clause inP , such thatmgu(A,A′) = θ exists.
Let Bi be such thatrel(Bi) ≃ rel(A) and letσ be a computed answer substitution for
(B1, . . . ,Bi−1)θ. We have to show thatA≻ Biθσ.

By Lemma 1solve(A) ∈ Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)). The only clause that can be used
in the resolution with it issolve(Head)← clause(Head,Body),solve(Body). Observe that
mgu(solve(A),solve(Head)) affects neitherA norBody. Let τ be a computed answer sub-
stitution that unifiesA andA′, Bodyand(B1, . . . ,Bn ). By the choice ofτ, τ mapsBody to
(B1, . . . ,Bn)θ. Then,solve(Body)τ = solve((B1, . . . ,Bn))θ andsolve(A)> solve((B1, . . . ,

Bn)θ) by the order-acceptability ofM0∪ce(P) via≥.
If n = 1 thensolve(A) > solve(B1θ). By definition of≻, A ≻ B1θ, completing the

proof.
Assume thatn > 1. In this case,solve((B1, . . . ,Bn)θ) is another call in the call set. The

clausesolve((Atom,Atoms))← solve(Atom),solve(Atoms) is the only one that can be
used at the resolution step. Letδ be the most general unifier ofsolve((B1, . . . ,Bn)θ) with
the head of the clause above. The substitutionδ does not affect the variables appearing in
(B1, . . . ,Bn)θ, sinceAtom andAtomsare variables. Thus,Bj θδ = Bj θ for all j andδ is
omitted in the lines to come.

Order-acceptability of the meta-program implies thatsolve((B1, . . . ,Bn)θ)> solve(B1θ)
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and for any computed answer substitutionσ1 for solve(B1θ), solve((B1, . . . ,Bn)θ) >

solve((B2, . . . ,Bn )θσ1). Proceeding in the same way, we obtain

solve((B2, . . . ,Bn)θσ1) > solve((B3, . . . ,Bn)θσ1σ2)

...

solve((Bi−1, . . . ,Bn)θσ1 . . .σi−2) > solve((Bi , . . . ,Bn)θσ1 . . .σi−1),

whereσj is a computed answer substitution forsolve(Bj θσ1 . . .σj−1).
Moreover,solve((Bi , . . . ,Bn )θσ1 . . .σi−1) > solve(Biθσ1 . . .σi−1). Transitivity of the

>-ordering impliessolve(A) > solve(Biθσ1 . . .σi−1). Computed answer substitutions are
preserved byM0 (Levi and Ramundo 1993). Thus, for allj , σj is also a computed answer
substitution forBj θσ1 . . .σj−1. Therefore,σj ’s can be chosen such thatσ = σ1 . . .σi−1. In
other words,solve(A) > solve(Biθσ). Thus,A≻Biθσ by definition of≻, completing the
proof.

The other direction of the theorem has been proved by Pedreschi and Ruggieri (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997).
It allows us to state the following corollary.

Corollary 1
The “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0 preserves LD-termination.

The proof of Theorem 2 presented above suggests the following methodology for prov-
ing that a particular meta-interpreter does not improve LD-termination. First, define an
ordering on the set of calls to the meta-interpreter, such that the ordering reflects its be-
haviour. Then, establish the relationship between a new ordering and the one that reflects
order-acceptability with respect to a set of the interpreted program. Prove, using this rela-
tionship, that the newly defined ordering is well-defined, well-founded and reflects order-
acceptability of the meta-program with respect to a corresponding set of calls. In order
for the proofs to be correct, one may need to assume (or to prove as a prerequisite) that
the meta-interpreter is sound and that the set of calls of theinterpreted program and of
the meta-program correspond to each other. The opposite direction, i.e., that the meta-
interpreter does not violate termination, can be proved using a similar methodology. There-
fore, in the following section we will define an ordering for advanced meta-interpreters
based on the existing ordering forM0 and vice versa.

We illustrate the methodology proposed by consideringM0 and Example 2. Recall that
we have seen in Section 1 that level-mapping based approaches experience serious diffi-
culties with analysing termination of this example.

Example 9
Let P be the program discussed in Example 2. Acceptability (and thus, termination) of
{solve(l(t)) | t is a ground term} with respect to the corresponding meta-program can be
established via the ordering> that satisfies for all ground termst1 andt2:

solve(l(t1)) > solve((p(t1),r(t1)))

solve((p(t1),r(t1))) > solve(p(t1))

solve((p(t1),r(t1))) > solve(r(t1))

solve(p(t1)) > solve((q(t1, t2),p(t2)))
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solve((q(t1, t2),p(t2))) > solve(q(t1, t2))

solve((q(t1, t2),p(t2))) > solve(p(t2))

solve(r(f (t1))) > solve((s(t2),r(t1)))

solve((s(t1),r(t2))) > solve(s(t1))

solve((s(t1),r(t2))) > solve(r(t2))

These inequalities imply:

solve(p(t1)) > solve(p(t2)) for terms such thatsolve(q(t1, t2)) holds (8)

solve(r(f (t1))) > solve(r(t1)) (9)

Recall the construction we applied in the proof of Theorem 2.A new ordering has been
proposed for the atoms ofBE

P : A ≻ B if solve(A) > solve(B). Hence, (8) and (9) lead,
in our case, to the following definition of≻: p(t1) ≻ p(t2), for terms such thatq(t1, t2)

holds, andr(f (t1)) ≻ r(t1). One can easily see that≻ is indeed well-founded and thatP

is order-acceptable with respect to{l(t) | t is a ground term} via this ordering. ✷

5 Double extended meta-interpreters

Typical applications of meta-interpreters require the production of some additional output
or the performance of some additional tasks during the execution, such as constructing
proof trees (essential for debugging and explanation applications) or cutting “unlikely”
branches (required for uncertainty reasoners with cutoff). As we are going to see in the
examples to come, these extensions can and usually will influence termination properties
of the meta-interpreter.

In this section, we still consider definite meta-interpreters, but their clauses, which
still follow the general outline ofM0, are enriched with extra subgoals, providing addi-
tional functionality. This class of meta-interpreters expands the class of extended meta-
interpreters studied by (Martens and De Schreye 1995b). It includes many useful meta-
interpreters, such as a meta-interpreter which constructsproof trees (Sterling and Shapiro 1994)
and can be used as a basis for explanation facilities in expert system, as well as meta-
interpreters which allow reasoning about theories and provability (Brogi et al. 1990; Martens and De Schreye 1995a)
or meta-interpreters which implement reasoning with uncertainty (Sterling and Shapiro 1994).
Moreover, this class also describes a depth tracking tracerfor Prolog, a reasoner with
threshold cutoff (Sterling and Shapiro 1994) and a pure fourport box execution model
tracer (Bowles and Wilk 1989). The methodology presented sofar is expanded to analyse
double extended meta-interpreters, and conditions implying termination non-violation and
non-improvement are established.

Definition 10
A definite program of the following form

solve(true, t11, . . . , t1n)← C11, . . . ,C1m1.

solve((A,B), t21, . . . , t2n)←

D11, . . . ,D1k1,solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n),

D21, . . . ,D2k2,solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n)
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C21, . . . ,C2m2.

solve(A, t51, . . . , t5n)←

D31, . . . ,D3k3,clause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sk ),

D41, . . . ,D4k4,solve(B , t61, . . . , t6n)

C31, . . . ,C3m3.

together with clauses defining any other predicate occurring in theCkl andDpq (none of
which containsolveor clause) is called adouble extended meta-interpreter.

The name of this class of the meta-interpreters stems from the fact that they further gen-
eralise the class of extended meta-interpreters (Martens and De Schreye 1995a). Extended
meta-interpreters are double extended meta-interpreters, such that for allp andq, Dpq is
true. Note that despite the similarity between the definition andExample 8, Example 8 is
not a double extended meta-interpreter due to the call to predicateclausein the definition
of check. Thus, the results established in this section are not applicable to it.

Example 10

The following program (Bowles and Wilk 1989) shows the pure Prolog tracer for the four
port box execution model of Byrd (Byrd 1980) (in the originalpaperinterpwas used in-
stead ofsolveto denote the meta-predicate; we renamed the predicate for the sake of uni-
formity).

solve(true) ·

solve((G1,G2))← solve(G1),solve(G2) ·

solve(G)← before(G),clause(G,B),solve(B),after(G) · (10)

before(G)←write(′call′),write(G),nl · (11)

before(G)←write(′fail′),write(G),nl, fail · (12)

after(G)←write(′succeed′),write(G),nl ·

after(G)←write(′redo′),write(G),nl, fail·

This program is a double extended meta-interpreter, since it clearly has the form prescribed
by Definition 10 and neitherbeforenorafter is depending onsolveor clause. ✷

The next example of a double extended meta-interpreter is motivated by program 17.8
of (Sterling and Shapiro 1994). Intuitively, aproof treeis a convenient way to represent
the proof. The root of the proof tree for an atomic query is thequery itself. If a clause
H ← B1, . . . ,Bn has been used to resolve an atomic queryA via an mguθ, there is a
directed edge (represented by← in the example to come) from a node representingAθ to
a node corresponding to a query(B1, . . . ,Bn )θ. The proof tree for a conjunctive query is a
collection of proof trees for the individual conjuncts.

Example 11
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The following meta-interpreter constructs a proof tree, while solving a query. Proof trees
are often used both for debugging (Naish 1997) and explanation (Hammond 1984; Arora et al. 1993)
purposes.

solve(true, true).

solve((A,B),(ProofA,ProofB))← solve(A,ProofA),solve(B ,ProofB).

solve(A,(A← Proof))← clause(A,B),solve(B ,Proof).

This meta-interpreter is a double extended meta-interpreter (for allk , l ,p andq, Ckl = true
andDpq = true). ✷

The study of double extended meta-interpreters might require different clause encoding
than the encoding considered in the previous section. For example, reasoners with uncer-
tainty might require that acertainty factoris integrated in the encoding. Therefore, we
adjust the definition of the clause encoding as follows:

Definition 11
(cf. Definition 3) LetD be a double extended meta-interpreter, letP be a program. The
clause-encoding ceD(P) is a collection of facts of a new predicateclause, such that for
every clauseH ← B in P there exists a unique atomclause(H ,B ,s1, . . . ,sk ) ∈ ceD(P)

and for every atomclause(H ,B ,s1, . . . ,sk ) ∈ ceD(P) there exists a clauseH ← B in P .

In the remainder of the section, we discuss non-violation ofLD-termination and non-
improving of LD-termination.

5.1 Non-violating LD-termination

We start with a discussion of non-violation of LD-termination. Before proving this for-
mally, we reconsider Example 11 and apply to it the designed methodology. The treatment
is done on the intuitive level. A more formal discussion is postponed until Example 14.

Example 12
Example 11, continued. In order to prove that the meta-interpreter does not violate LD-
termination, we have to show that for any definite programP , and for any queryQ termi-
nating with respect toP , solve(Q ,u) terminates with respect toD ∪ceD (P) for any term
u, whereD is the double extended meta-interpreter that constructs proof-trees.

Given thatQ terminates with respect toP , solve(Q) terminates with respect toM0∪

ce(P) and there exists a quasi-ordering≥ such thatM0∪ ce(P) is order-acceptable with
respect tosolve(Q) via≥. Let� be a quasi-ordering onBE

D∪ceD (P)
defined as follows for

any atoma and any termss , t ,u1 andu2:

• solve(s ,u1)≻ solve(t ,u2) if solve(s) > solve(t)
• solve(s ,u1)≻ a if rel(a) 6= solve
• a �� a

Next, we have to show thatD ∪ceD (P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q ,u)

via �. This claim is intuitively clear since� is defined to ignore the extra argument of
solve, and if this argument is dropped from the clauses ofD , M0 is obtained. ✷

In order to formalise the intuition presented in Example 12 we need to prove a number of
auxiliary statements. First of all, observe that double extended meta-interpreters are sound.
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Lemma 2
Let D be a double extended meta-interpreter. Then,D is sound.

Proof
In order to prove the lemma, we use thes-semantics approach presented in (Bossi et al. 1994).
The semantics is recalled and the formal proof of the lemma ispresented in Appendix B.

As the following example demonstrates, unlike the “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0, dou-
ble extended meta-interpreters do not necessarily preserve the set of calls. However, one
can show that there is a certain correspondence between the calls obtained with respect to
a double extended meta-interpreterD and the “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0. Recall that
Lemma 1 established thatM0 preserves the calls set.

Example 13
Let D be the following double extended meta-interpreter and letP be the program of
Example 4.

solve(true).

solve((A,B))← solve(A),solve(B).

solve(A)← clause(A,B),B = q(f (Z )),solve(B).

The set of calls ofD ∪ceD(P) andsolve(p(X )) is

{solve(p(X )),solve(q(f (Z )),clause(p(X ),q(X ))}.

The set of calls forM0∪ce(P) andsolve(p(X )) is

{solve(p(X )),solve(q(X )),solve(true),clause(p(X ),q(X )),clause(q(b), true)}.

There is no call inCall(M0∪ce(P),solve(p(X ))) that is avariantof solve(q(f (Z )). How-
ever, there is a callsolve(q(X )) in Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(p(X ))) such thatsolve(q(f (Z ))

is its instance. ✷

In Example 13 a correspondence was established between the sets of calls obtained
with respect toD and those obtained with respect toM0. Lemma 3 proves that such a
correspondence can always be established for double extended meta-interpreters. Observe
that, in general, not every sound meta-interpreter has thisproperty (Example 8).

Lemma 3
Let D be a double extended meta-interpreter. LetP be an interpreted program,Q0 be an
interpreted query and letu1, . . . ,un be a sequence of terms. Then, for every callsolve(Q , t1,

. . . , tn) in Call(D∪ceD (P),solve(Q0,u1, . . . ,un)) there exists a callsolve(G) in Call(M0∪

ce(P),Q0) such thatQ is an instance ofG.

Proof
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 and can be found in Appendix B.

Now we are ready to prove that double extended meta-interpreters do not violate termi-
nation. Before presenting the result formally we need to introduce the following auxiliary
definition.
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Definition 12

Let P be a definite program and letQ be an atomic query, such thatP is order-acceptable
with respect to{Q} via a quasi-ordering≥. The quasi-ordering≥ is calledminimal if
there exists no quasi-ordering≥1 such thatP is order-acceptable with respect to{Q} via
≥1 and≥1⊂≥.

First of all, we need to show the existence of a minimal ordering.

Lemma 4

Let P be a definite program and letQ be an atomic query. IfP is order-acceptable with
respect to{Q}, there exists a minimal quasi-ordering≥ such thatP is order-acceptable
with respect to{Q} via≥.

Proof

Let O be the set of all quasi-orderings such thatP is order-acceptable with respect to{Q}
via them. SinceP is order-acceptable with respect to{Q}, O is not empty. Hence we
define a new quasi-ordering onCall(P ,Q) as following:

A�� B if A is identical toB

A≻ B if A > B for all ≥∈ O

It is straightforward to check that� is again a quasi-ordering. We are going to show
that P is order-acceptable with respect to{Q} via �, i.e., that�∈ O. Indeed, letA
be in Call(P ,Q), A′ ← B1, . . . ,Bn be a clause such thatmgu(A,A′) = θ exists,Bi a
body subgoal such thatrel(A) = rel(Bi) and σ be a computed answer substitution for
← (B1, . . . ,Bi−1)θ. Then, order-acceptability ofP with respect to{Q} via the quasi-
orderings inO implies that for any≥∈ O, A > Biθσ. By definition of≻, it holds that
A≻ Biθσ. Hence,P is order-acceptable with respect to{Q} via�.

The construction of� above also implies immediately that this quasi-ordering ismini-
mal.

Intuitively, minimal quasi-orderings contain decreases that are essential for proving
order-acceptability, and only these decreases. To prove the statement formally we need
the following notions introduced by Verschaetse in (Verschaetse 1992).

Definition 13

• Let Q0,Q1,Q2, . . . ,θ1,θ2, . . . be a derivation with selected atomsA0,A1, A2, . . . and
applied renamed clausesH i ← B i

1, . . . ,B i
ni

(i = 1,2, . . .). We say thatAk is adirect
descendantof Ai , if k > i andAk is the atomB i+1

j θi+1 . . .θk , (1≤ j ≤ ni+1).
• Let Q0,Q1,Q2, . . . ,θ1,θ2, . . . be a derivation with selected atomsA0,A1, A2, . . ..

A subsequenceof derivation steps,Qi(0),Qi(1), . . . ,θi(0)+1, . . . with selected atoms
Ai(0),Ai(1), Ai(2), . . . is directed, if for eachk (k > 1), Ai(k) is a direct descendant
of Ai(k−1) in the given derivation. A derivationQ0,Q1,Q2, . . . ,θ1,θ2, . . . is directed
if it is its own directed subsequence.

Verschaetse (Verschaetse 1992) also proved the following lemma:
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Lemma 5
Let P be a definite program andA be an atomic query. IfP andA have an infinite deriva-
tion, then they have an infinite directed derivation.

Now we are ready to prove the statement of Lemma 6 formally.

Lemma 6
Let P be a program andQ be a query. Let≥ be a minimal quasi-ordering such thatP is
order-acceptable with respect to{Q} via it. Then, for allA andB in Call(P ,Q), if A > B

then there exists a directed derivationQ0, . . . ,Qn with selected atomsA0, . . . ,An , such that
A0 = A, An = B and for all 0≤ i < n, Ai > Ai+1.

Proof
For the sake of contradiction assume that there existA andB such thatA > B and no
directed derivation exists as required. We are going define anew quasi-ordering� on
Call(P ,Q) that will contradict the minimality of≥.

Let K ≻M be defined as a transitive closure of the following relation:“K > M andM

is a direct descendant ofK ”. Let K ��M if and only if K is identical toM .
By definition of the notion of a direct descendant (Definition13) and order-acceptability

of P with respect to{Q} via≥, it follows thatP is order-acceptable with respect to{Q}
via�. Moreover, it is clear that�⊆≥. To complete the proof we show thatA 6≻ B .

For the sake of contradiction assume thatA≻B . Then, since≻ is defined as a transitive
closure, there exists a sequence of atomsA0, . . . ,An such thatAi > Ai+1 andAi+1 is a
direct descendant ofAi for all 0≤ i < n. SinceAi ∈ Call(P ,Q), Ai is a selected atom
of some queryQi . Thus, we have found a directed derivationQ0, . . . ,Qn as described by
the lemma forA andB . Therefore, our assumption was wrong andA 6≻B . Hence,�⊂≥,
that contradicts the minimality of≥.

Finally, we can prove the main result of this section, namely, that double extended meta-
interpreters do not violate termination (under certain extra conditions). Since the proof is
long and technical only the general out-line is presented. Technical details can be found
in Appendix B.

Theorem 3
LetP be an interpreted program,D a double extended meta-interpreter, andQ ∈BE

D∪ceD (P)
,

such thatQ is terminating with respect toP . Let u1, . . . ,un be a sequence of terms such
that{A |A ∈Call(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),solve6= rel(A)} is terminating with
respect toD . Thensolve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un) terminates with respect toD ∪ceD(P).

Proof (sketch)
LetM0 be the “vanilla” meta-interpreter. One can show thatM0∪ce(P) is order-acceptable
with respect toS = {Aη |A ∈Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)),η is a substitution}. Let≥1 be
a minimal well-founded quasi-ordering, such thatM0 ∪ ce(P) is order-acceptable with
respect toS via it. Similarly, let ≥2 be a well-founded quasi-ordering such thatD is
order-acceptable with respect to{A |A∈Call(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),solve6=
rel(A)} via≥2.

We have to show that there exists a well-founded quasi-ordering� such thatD∪ceD(P)
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is order-acceptable with respect to{solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)} via �. By Theorem 1 this will
imply termination.

Let� be defined onBE
D∪ceD (P)

as follows for any termst1, t2, t1
1 , . . . , t1

n , t2
1 , . . . , t2

n and
any atomsa1,a2:

1. solve(t1, t1
1 , . . . , t1

n)≻ solve(t2, t2
1 , . . . , t2

n), if there is a termt , such thatsolve(t1) >1

solve(t) andt2 = tθ for some substitutionθ;
2. a1 ≻ a2, if rel(a1) 6= solve, rel(a2) 6= solveanda1 >2 a2;
3. solve(t1, t1

1 , . . . , t1
n)≻ a1, if rel(a1) 6= solve;

4. a1 �� a2, if a1 anda2 are identical.

First we show that≻ is an ordering and that this ordering is well-founded. To this end we
make use of the minimality of>1 and of the Lifting Theorem (Theorem 3.22 (Apt 1997)).
Next we prove thatD ∪ ceD (P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q ,u1, . . . , un).
Let A0 ∈ Call(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)). If rel(A0) 6= solvethe desired decrease
follows from the order-acceptability ofD with respect to{A | A ∈ Call(D ∪ ceD(P),

solve(Q , u1, . . . ,un)), solve 6= rel(A)} via >2. If rel(A0) = solve each clause defining
solvehas to be considered separately. In each one of the cases we show that if all argu-
ments but the first one are dropped fromA0 the resulting atom belongs toS and hence
order-acceptability via≥1 can be used. Next we make use of Lemma 3 and complete the
proof by reasoning on the substitutions involved.

This theorem provides an important theoretical result, namely, that double extended
meta-interpreters do not violate termination if the interpreter terminates with respect to
a set of calls to predicates different fromsolveand generated by the meta-program and the
meta-query.

Example 14
Meta-interpreters presented in Examples 10, 11 and 13 are double extended meta-inter-
preters. Termination of the calls to predicates different from solve is immediate because
in all the examples these predicates can be completely unfolded, i.e., they do not depend
(directly or indirectly) on recursive predicates. Thus, byTheorem 3 meta-interpreters of
Examples 10, 11 and 13 do not violate termination.

The quasi-ordering derived by Theorem 3 for Example 11 has been discussed in Exam-
ple 12. ✷

In general, to ensure that given a programP a double extended meta-interpreterD ter-
minates with respect to{A |A ∈ Call(D ∪ceD(P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),solve6= rel(A)}

one can requireD to terminate for all calls to predicates different fromsolve. To verify the
latter condition one can use the notion of order-acceptability (Theorem 1).

5.2 Non-improving LD-termination

In this section we are going to study the opposite direction of the implication, namely,
given that a meta-programD ∪ceD(P) terminates with respect tosolve(Q , u1, . . . ,un) we
would like to prove that

• the meta-interpreterD terminates with respect to{A |A ∈Call(D ∪ceD(P),

solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),solve6= rel(A)}
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• the interpreted programP terminates with respect to the interpreted queryQ

To prove the first statement, observe that{A |A∈Call(D∪ceD(P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),

solve6= rel(A)} is a subset ofCall(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)). SinceD ∪ceD(P)

terminates with respect to the latter set, it terminates with respect to the former set as well.
This implies that any subset ofD ∪ ceD (P) terminates with respect to the same set of
queries.

For general double extended meta-interpreter the second statement we would like to
prove, i.e.,“if the meta-program terminates then the interpreted program terminates as
well” does not necessarily hold. Indeed, one can find many double extended meta-inter-
preters that are designed to improve termination. However,we are interested in termina-
tion non-improvement and would like to establish conditions that ensure it. Given a non-
terminating interpreted program, termination of a meta-program can result from one of the
following problems:

• failure while unifying a call and a clause head.

Example 15
Indeed, consider the following meta-interpreterD :

solve(true,a).

solve((A,B),a)← solve(A,a),solve(B ,a).

solve(A,a)← clause(A,B),solve(B ,a).

Let P be an interpreted program, such thatQ does not terminate with respect to it.
However,solve(Q ,b) terminates with respect toD ∪ceD (P). ✷

To eliminate this problem we require that, for every call, the unification success or
failure with the head of the clause depends only on their firstarguments. In general,
predicting success of the unification during the execution is known to be an unde-
cidable problem. However, sufficient conditions ensuring unification success can be
proposed.
• failure of intermediate body subgoals.

Example 16
Indeed, consider the following meta-interpreterD :

solve(true).

solve((A,B))← solve(A),solve(B).

solve(A)← fail,clause(A,B),solve(B).

Let P be an interpreted program, such thatQ does not terminate with respect to it.
However,solve(Q) terminates with respect toD ∪ceD(P). ✷

To solve this problem, one has to guarantee non-failure of the intermediate body
subgoals. The general problem of non-failure analysis is well-known to be undecid-
able (Debray et al. 1997). Fortunately, the problem is decidable for a restricted class
of problems (Debray et al. 1997). For the specific meta-interpreters we consider, fail-
ure of the corresponding intermediate body subgoals turns out to be decidable.
It should also be noted that failure of the body atoms to the right of the last recursive
call may influence termination as well.
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Example 17

solve(true)← fail.

solve((A,B))← solve(A),solve(B).

solve(A)← clause(A,B),solve(B).

Let P be the following interpreted program:

r ← p,r .

p.

Clearly, the queryr does not terminate with respect toP . However,solve(r) termi-
nates with respect toD ∪ceD(P). ✷

Therefore, non-failure is required also for these subgoals.

• different call sets. In principle, even if no failure occursduring the execution,D can
change the call set, as the following example illustrates:

Example 18

solve(true).

solve((A,B))←A = p(0),solve(A),solve(B).

solve(A)← clause(A,B),solve(B).

Let P be the following program:

q ← p(X ),r .

p(f (X ))← p(X ).

p(0).

r .

The termination behaviour ofq with respect toP differs from the termination be-
haviour ofsolve(q) with respect toD ∪ ce(P). The former computation does not
terminate, while the latter terminates. The reason for thisis thatD changes the set of
calls, due to the unificationA = p(0) in the body of the second clause. Indeed, the
call set ofP with respect to{q} containsp(f (X )), while the call set ofD ∪ce(P)

with respect tosolve(q) does not contain the corresponding atomsolve(p(f (X ))).
✷

Similar problem occurs in Example 13. To solve this problem one has to ensure that
meta-variables are not affected by the intermediate body atoms.

We summarise the discussion above in the following definition.
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Definition 14
Let D be the following double extended meta-interpreter:

solve(true, t11, . . . , t1n)← C11, . . . ,C1m1.

solve((A,B), t21, . . . , t2n)←

D11, . . . ,D1k1,solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n),

D21, . . . ,D2k2,solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n),

C21, . . . ,C2m2.

solve(A, t51, . . . , t5n)←

D31, . . . ,D3k3,clause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sk ),

D41, . . . ,D4k4,solve(B , t61, . . . , t6n),

C31, . . . ,C3m3.

(together with the clauses definingCkl andDpq ), such that

• for any computed answer of the preceding atoms,

— either the corresponding instances of(t31, . . . , t3n), (t41, . . . , t4n), (t61, . . . , t6n),
and(s1, . . . ,sk ) are linear sequences of free variables,

— or (t11, . . . , t1n), (t21, . . . , t2n), (t51, . . . , t5n), are linear sequences of free vari-
ables and for every programP and for everyclause(s , t , t1, . . . , tk) ∈ ceD(P),
t1, . . . , tk is a linear sequence of free variables;

• D11, . . . ,D1k1, D21, . . . ,D2k2, D31, . . . ,D3k3, D41, . . . ,D4k4, C11, . . . ,C1m1, C21, . . . ,

C2m2, andC31, . . . ,C3m3 do not fail for the corresponding calls (independently on
the values of the meta-variables), i.e., for allP , for all Q and for allt1, . . . , tn , calls
to Ckl andDpq in Call(D ∪ceD(P),solve(Q , t1, . . . , tn) do not fail;
• for any instance(Di1, . . . ,Diki )θ of Di1, . . . ,Diki and for any computed answer sub-

stitutionσ for (Di1, . . . ,Diki )θ, Aθσ is identical toAθ andBθσ is identical toBθ.

ThenD is calledrestricted.

It should be noted that Definition 14 is not syntactical. However, syntactical conditions
implying it can be proposed. We postpone discussing them until after we formulate the
termination non-violation theorem (Theorem 4).

We also introduce a notion of arestricted query, corresponding to Definition 14.

Definition 15
Given a restricted double extended meta-interpreterD and a querysolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn),
the query is calledrestrictedif:

• either(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ Varsn ,
• or (t11, . . . , t1n),(t21, . . . , t2n),(t51, . . . , t5n) ∈ Varsn .

Example 19
Recall the meta-interpreter that constructs proof-trees we considered in Example 11. Note
that this meta-interpreter is restricted. Observe thatt11 is true, i.e.,t11 6∈ Varsn . Thus, for a
querysolve(Q ,u) to be restricted,u should be inVars1, i.e.,u should be a free variable.✷

First of all, we are going to see that the condition imposed onthe arguments of the head
(or recursive body subgoals) ensures the requirement stated after Example 15.
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Lemma 7

LetD be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter,P be an interpreted program,Q0 be
an interpreted query and(v1, . . . ,vn) a sequence of terms such thatsolve(Q0,v1, . . . ,vn) is
restricted. Then, for any callsolve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)∈Call(D∪ceD(P),solve(Q0,v1, . . . ,vn))

and for anysolve(H , t1, . . . , tn)← B1, . . . ,Bk in D , u1, . . . ,un is unifiable witht1, . . . , tn .

Proof

We distinguish between two cases.
If (t11, . . . , t1n) 6∈ Varsn , then,(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ Varsn . Hence, the unification step succeeds

and ifθ is the mgu, then(t11, . . . , t1n)θ = (t11, . . . , t1n). The first condition in Definition 14
implies that for any computed answer of the preceding atoms,the corresponding instances
of (t31, . . . , t3n), (t41, . . . , t4n), (t61, . . . , t6n), and(s1, . . . ,sk ) are linear sequences of free
variables. Thus, for any callsolve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)∈Call(D∪ceD(P),solve(Q0,v1, . . . ,vn)),
u1, . . . ,un is a linear sequence of free variables. Therefore, for any sequence of terms
t1, . . . , tn , the sequenceu1, . . . ,un can be unified witht1, . . . , tn .

If (t11, . . . , t1n) ∈ Varsn , then the second subcase of the first condition in Definition 14
holds, i.e.,(t21, . . . , t2n),(t51, . . . , t5n) ∈ Varsn as well. Recall, thatsolve(H , t1, . . . , tn)←

B1, . . . ,Bk a clause inD . Thus,t1, . . . , tn is one of the(t11, . . . , t1n),(t21, . . . , t2n),(t51, . . . ,

t5n). In other words,(t1, . . . , tn) is a linear sequence of free variables. Therefore, for any
sequence of atoms(u1, . . . ,un), (t1, . . . , tn) is unifiable with it.

The remainder of the section is dedicated to the proof that restricted double extended
meta-interpreters do not improve termination. In order to provide some intuition how the
actual proof will proceed we recall Example 11 and show that it does not improve termina-
tion. The treatment is done on the intuitive level. More precise discussion of this example
can be found in Example 22.

Example 20

Example 11, continued. In order to prove that this meta-interpreter does not improve LD-
termination, we have to show that for any definite programP , and for any queryQ if
a restricted querysolve(Q ,u) terminates with respect toD ∪ ceD (P), thenQ terminates
with respect toP . Observe that the requirement thatsolve(Q ,u) should be restricted means
thatu should be a free variable (Example 19).

Given thatsolve(Q ,u) terminates with respect toD ∪ ceD (P) there exists a quasi-
ordering≥ such thatD∪ceD(P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q ,u) via≥. Let
� be a quasi-ordering onBE

M0∪ce(P) defined as follows: for any atoma, it holds thata ��
a, and for any termss , t ,u1 andu2, if solve(s ,u1) > solve(t ,u2) thensolve(s)≻ solve(t).
Next, one has to show that� is a well-founded quasi-ordering and thatM0∪ ce(P) is
order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q). SinceD is restricted, termination cannot be
enforced by the information contained in the second argument of solve. Hence, both well-
foundedness and order-acceptability follow from the corresponding properties of≥. ✷

In order to prove that restricted double extended meta-interpreters do not improve ter-
mination, we would like to show the completeness result for this class of meta-interpreters.
However, as the following example illustrates, completeness does not necessarily hold.
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Example 21
Consider the following restricted double extended meta-interpreter.

solve(true,X ).

solve((A,B),X )← solve(A,Y ),solve(B ,Z ).

solve(A,X )← p,clause(A,B),solve(B ,Y ).

p← p.

This meta-interpreter is not complete due to its non-termination. ✷

Therefore, we prove a more restricted result that will be sufficient for showing termina-
tion non-improvement.

Lemma 8
Let D be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter,P be an interpreted program,Q be
an interpreted query and(v1, . . . ,vn) be terms, such thatsolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) is restricted,
andD∪ceD(P) terminates with respect to{A |A∈Call(D∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn)),solve6=
rel(A)}. Then, for every computed answert for Q obtained with respect toP , there exists a
computed answersolve(t ′, t1, . . . , tn) for solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) with respect toD ∪ceD(P),
such thatt is a variant oft ′.

Proof
The proof, analogous to Lemma 2, can be found in Appendix C.

Lemma 8 implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the calls tosolve
obtained with respect toD and those obtained with respect toM0. More formally, there is a
call solve(Q) in Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q0)) if and only if, there is a callsolve(Q ′,u1, . . . ,

un) in the setCall(D ∪ ceD(P),solve(Q0,v1, . . . ,vn)), such thatQ andQ ′ are variants.
Indeed, if there are no intermediate calls tosolve, the claim follows from Definition 14.
Otherwise, it follows from the preceding Lemma 8.

Now we are ready to prove that restricted meta-interpreterspreserve termination. Simi-
larly to Theorem 3 only a proof sketch is included, technicaldetails can be found in Appendix C.

Theorem 4
Let D be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter. LetP be an interpreted program
and letQ be an interpreted query, such thatD∪ceD(P) LD-terminates forsolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,

vn), where(v1, . . . ,vn) are terms such thatsolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) is restricted. Then,P LD-
terminates with respect toQ .

Proof (sketch)
In order to show thatP LD-terminates forQ it is sufficient to prove thatM0∪ce(P) LD-
terminates with respect tosolve(Q). Then, by Theorem 2P LD-terminates with respect to
Q . Thus, we aim to establish order-acceptability ofM0∪ce(P) with respect tosolve(Q).

First of all, we define a relationship onBE
M0∪ce(P). SinceD∪ceD(P) LD-terminates for

solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn), D ∪ ceD (P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn)

via a quasi-ordering. Let a minimal quasi-ordering such that D ∪ ceD (P) is order-accep-
table with respect tosolve(Q , v1, . . . ,vn) via it, be denoted≥. Then, we definesolve(s)≻
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solve(t) if there existsolve(s ,s1, . . . ,sn),solve(t , t1, . . . , tn) ∈Call(D∪ceD(P),solve(Q ,

v1, . . . ,vn)) such thatsolve(s ,s1, . . . ,sn) > solve(t , t1, . . . , tn) andsolve(s) �� solve(t)
if solve(s) andsolve(t) are identical.

One can show that≻ is indeed a well-founded ordering. In order to show thatM0∪ce(P)

is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q) via� we make use of Lemmata 7 and 8, and
of Definition 14.

Example 22
Example 10, continued. The meta-interpreter is restrictedand Theorem 4 ensures that it
preserves termination. However, if the clause (11) would have been removed, the meta-
interpreter would no longer be restricted. Indeed, the callto beforewould fail, violating the
second requirement of Definition 14. Thus, Theorem 4 would not have been applicable. It
should be noted that indeed, this meta-interpreter improves termination. ✷

The following example illustrates that the fact thatD is restricted issufficient but not
necessaryfor LD-termination of a restricted querysolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) with respect toD ∪
ceD (P) to imply LD-termination ofQ with respect toP .

Example 23
Let D be the following meta-interpreter.

solve(true).

solve((A,B))← fail,solve(A),solve(B).

solve(A)← loop,clause(A,B),solve(B).

loop← loop.

This meta-interpreter is double extended, but it is not restricted since one of the inter-
mediate body atoms fails. Observe thatD does not improve termination. Indeed, for any
programP and for any queryQ the restricted querysolve(Q) does not terminate with
respect toD ∪ceD(P). Thus, the following implication is triviallytrue: “if solve(Q) LD-
terminates with respect toD ∪ceD (P) thenQ LD-terminates with respect toP ”. ✷

To conclude this section we discuss syntactical conditionsthat can be used to ensure
that a double extended meta-interpreter is restricted. Thefirst condition of Definition 14 re-
quires certain sequences of arguments to be linear sequences of variables for any computed
answer of the preceding atoms. Recall that we made a distinction between two possibilities:

• either the corresponding instances of(t31, . . . , t3n), (t41, . . . , t4n), (t61, . . . , t6n), and
(s1, . . . ,sk ) are linear sequences of free variables. To ensure this we require that
(t31, . . . , t3n), (t41, . . . , t4n), (t61, . . . , t6n), and (s1, . . . ,sk ) are linear sequences of
free variablesandthat none of these variables appear in the preceding subgoals.
• or (t11, . . . , t1n), (t21, . . . , t2n), (t51, . . . , t5n), are linear sequences of free variables

and for every programP and for everyclause(s , t , t1, . . . , tk ) ∈ ceD (P), t1, . . . , tk is
a linear sequence of free variables. Observe that the sequences of arguments appear
in heads of the clauses in this case. Thus, there areno preceding atoms. In other
words, if the condition holds on the syntactic level, then ittrivially holds for any
computed answer of the preceding atoms.
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In order to ensure the remaining conditions we require everyatoma amongCkl andDpq

to satisfy one of the following (A andB denote the meta-variables of the clauses):

1. a is true
2. a is u = f (u1, . . . ,un) andu is a fresh variable andA,B 6∈ Var(f (u1, . . . ,un));
3. a is a call to a built-in predicatep andp is eitherwrite or nl;
4. a is p(u1, . . . ,un) for a user-defined predicatep, p cannot fail.

The latter condition can be safely approximated by compilerby means of determinism
analysis (cf. (Henderson et al. 1996)).

These requirements may seem to be very restrictive. However, they are satisfied by the
majority of the meta-interpreters considered including a meta-interpreter that constructs
proof trees presented in Example 11, as well as a reasoner with uncertainty (Sterling and Shapiro 1994),
and meta-interpreters allowing to reason about theories and provability (Brogi et al. 1990;
Martens and De Schreye 1995a). However, as the following example illustrates, not every
restricted meta-interpreter satisfies these conditions.

Example 24
Consider the following variant of the meta-interpreter that constructs proof trees (cf. 11).

solve(true, true).

solve((A,B),(ProofA,ProofB))← solve(A,ProofA),solve(B ,ProofB).

solve(A,(A← Proof))← clause(A,B), foo(Proof),solve(B ,Proof).

foo( ).

This meta-interpreter is a restricted double extended meta-interpreter. However, the syn-
tactic conditions specified above do not hold, sinceProofappears in the preceding subgoal
of foo. ✷

6 Extending the language of the interpreted programs

So far we have considered only definite programs. However, inorder to make our approach
practical, the language of the underlying interpreted programs should be extended to in-
clude negation, frequently appearing in applications of the meta-interpreters.

As earlier, in order to prove that meta-interpreters with negation preserve termination, we
use among others a termination analysis framework based on order-acceptability. By using
this result and applying the same methodology as above one can prove that the follow-
ing meta-interpreterM4, being an immediate extension of the “vanilla” meta-interpreter
to normal programs (Hill and Gallagher 1998), preserves LDNF-termination. By LDNF-
termination we understand finiteness of the LDNF-forest. Soundness and completeness of
M4 are proved in Theorem 2.3.3 (Hill and Lloyd 1989).

solve(true).

solve((Atom,Atoms))← solve(Atom),solve(Atoms).

solve(¬Atom)←¬solve(Atom).

solve(Head)← clause(Head,Body),solve(Body).
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Theorem 5
Let P be a normal program,S be a set of queries. ThenP LDNF-terminates with respect
to S if and only if M4∪ce(P) LDNF-terminates with respect to{solve(Q) |Q ∈ S}.

Proof
Mimicking the proof of Theorem 2 and the result of Pedreschi and Ruggieri (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997).
First, for each one of the LDNF-trees, calls and semantics are preserved by the correspond-
ing results for definite programs. Second, given the definition of an LDNF-forest, if¬A is
discovered, the new tree withA as a root is started. Observe that¬solve(A) is ground if
and only ifA is ground. Thus, the derivation obtained with respect toM4∪ce(P) flounders
if and only if the derivation obtained with respect toP does.

Theorem 5 allows us to consider termination of different kinds of meta-interpreters,
namely, those using thegroundrepresentation of interpreted programs (Bowen and Kowalski 1982;
Hill and Lloyd 1994; Hill and Gallagher 1998). This idea can be traced back to Gödel, who
suggested a one-to-one mapping, calledGödel numbering, of expressions in a first or-
der language to natural numbers (Gödel 1931). The idea of numbering is a key idea of
ground representation. Intuitively, we number predicatesp(0),p(1),p(2), . . ., then func-
tors f (0), f (1), f (2), . . ., constantsc(0),c(1),c(2), . . . and, finally, variables used in the
programv(0),v(1),v(2), . . . Each one of the sets is finite since the program itself is fi-
nite. Atoms are represented asatom(P ,L), whereP is the encoding of the predicate and
L is the list of the encodings of the arguments. Terms are represented in a similar way as
term(F ,L), whereF is the encoding of the main functor andL is the list of the encod-
ings of the arguments. To represent a clause, we useand, denoting a conjunction, andif ,
standing for an implication.

For example, instead of representing a clause

permute(L, [El |T ])← delete(El ,L,L1),permute(L1,T ),

asclause(permute(L, [El |T ]),(delete(El ,L,L1),permute(L1,T ))) as we used to do, it is
represented as

if(atom(p(0), [v(0), term(f (0), [v(1), term(f (0), [v(2),c(0)])])]),

and(atom(p(1), [v(1),v(0),v(3)]),atom(p(0), [v(3),v(2)]))),

where the following correspondence holds:

predicates p(0) permute
p(1) delete

functors f (0) ·/2 also known ascons
constants c(0) []

variables v(0) L

v(1) El

v(2) T

v(3) L1.

Meta-interpreters using the ground representation can be considered “more pure” than
other meta-interpreters we studied, as the meta language and the language of the inter-
preted program are strictly separated. However, a number ofprimitive operations, such as
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unification, provided for the non-ground case by the underlying Prolog system, have to be
defined explicitly. Moreover, while the preceding meta-interpreters can be recognised as
such by looking for the built-in predicateclause, recognising a meta-interpreter based on
the ground representation can not be done easily, unless some extra information, such as
type declarations, is provided explicitly.

The following meta-interpreteridemo, inspired by (Kowalski 1990) has been borrowed
from (Hill and Gallagher 1998). Given the ground representation of a normal program and
the ground representation of a query the meta-interpreter returns ground representations of
the computed answers corresponding to the query.

Example 25

Given the ground representation of a program and the ground representation of a query,
predicateidemoproceeds in two steps. First it computes the non-ground version of a query
by calling predicateinstanceof, i.e., replacesv(i)’s with variables, while recording bind-
ings. Secondly, it calls an alternative version of the meta-interpreter (idemo1) to resolve the
non-ground version of a query with the ground representation of a given program. Observe
how a non-ground instance of clause is computed in the last clause ofidemo1.

idemo(P ,X ,Y )← instanceof(X ,Y )←

instanceof(X ,Y ), inst formula(X ,Y , [], ).
idemo1(P ,Y ).

inst formula(atom(Q ,Xs),

idemo1( , true). atom(Q ,Ys),S ,S1)←

idemo1(P ,and(X ,Y ))← inst args(Xs ,Ys ,S ,S1).
idemo1(P ,X ), inst formula(and(X ,Y ),

idemo1(P ,Y ). and(Z ,W ),S ,S2)←

idemo1(P ,not(X ))← inst formula(X ,Z ,S ,S1),

¬idemo1(P ,X ). inst formula(Y ,W ,S1,S2).
idemo1(P ,atom(Q ,Xs))← inst formula(if(X ,Y ),

member(Z ,P), if(Z ,W ),S ,S2)←

instanceof(Z , inst formula(X ,Z ,S ,S1),

if(atom(Q ,Xs),B)), inst formula(Y ,W ,S1,S2).
idemo1(P ,B). inst formula(not(X ),not(Z ),S ,S1)←

inst formula(X ,Z ,S ,S1).
inst term(v(N ),X , [], [bind(N ,X )]). inst formula(true, true,S ,S ).
inst term(v(N ),X , [bind(N ,X )|S ],

[bind(N ,X )|S ]). inst args([], [],S ,S ).
inst term(v(N ),X , [bind(M ,Y )|S ], inst args([X |Xs ], [Y |Ys ],S ,S2)←

[bind(M ,Y )|S1])← inst term(X ,Y ,S ,S1),

N 6= M , inst args(Xs ,Ys ,S1,S2).
inst term(v(N ),X ,S ,S1).

inst term(term(F ,Xs),

term(F ,Ys),S ,S1)←

inst args(Xs ,Ys ,S ,S1).

We are interested in proving termination ofidemo(p,q,v), wherep is the ground represen-
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tation of a program,q is a ground representation of a query andv is a free variable that will
be bound to the ground representations of computed answers corresponding to the query.

Existing termination techniques, such as (Dershowitz et al. 2001) are powerful enough
to prove termination ofidemo1calls toinstanceof(t ,v), wheret is a term, being a ground
representation of a term, atom or clause, andv is a variable that will be bounded to the
non-ground representation of the same object. However, they are not powerful enough to
analyse correctly this example, both due to imprecise representation of all possible ground
terms (in particular all possible ground representations of programs, by the same abstrac-
tion) and due to the nature ofidemo1as a meta-interpreter.

It should be noted that the “troublesome” part of this example is a definition ofidemo1.
However,idemo1is very similar to the meta-interpreterM4 discussed. The only differences
are that the clauses of the interpreted program are stored inthe first argument and that a
non-ground instance of a a clause has to be computed before resolving a query with it.
Despite of these differences a theorem analogous to Theorem5 holds. Hence, termination
of the meta-program is equivalent to termination of the interpreted program. ✷

7 Conclusion

We have presented a methodology for proving termination properties of meta-programs.
It is well-known that termination verification plays a crucial role in meta-programming
(Pfenning and Schuermann 1998). Our main contribution is inproviding a technique link-
ing termination behaviour of an interpreted program with a termination behaviour of the
meta-program. We have shown that for a wide variety of meta-interpreters, a relatively sim-
ple relation can be defined between the ordering that satisfies the requirements of order-
acceptability for an interpreted program and the ordering that satisfies the requirements
of order-acceptability for the meta-interpreter extendedby this interpreted program and
a corresponding set of queries. This category of meta-interpreters includes many impor-
tant ones, such as extended meta-interpreters studied by (Martens and De Schreye 1995b),
meta-interpreter, that constructs proof trees (Sterling and Shapiro 1994), reasoners about
theories and provability (Brogi et al. 1990; Martens and De Schreye 1995a), and reasoners
with uncertainty (Sterling and Shapiro 1994). Moreover, italso describes a depth tracking
tracer for Prolog, a reasoner with threshold cutoff (Sterling and Shapiro 1994), a pure four
port box execution model tracer (Bowles and Wilk 1989) and the idemometa-interpreter
of (Hill and Gallagher 1998). The relationship establishedbetween the orderings allows
termination proofs to be reused, i.e., a termination proof obtained for an interpreted pro-
gram can be used for showing termination of the meta-programand vice versa. Example 2
demonstrated such a simple relation cannot be established if linear level mappings were
considered instead of general orderings.

Ease of meta-programming is often considered to be one of theadvantages of logic pro-
gramming. From the early days meta-interpreters were developed to implement different
control strategies for Prolog (Gallaire and Lasserre 1982;Beckstein et al. 1996). Further-
more, meta-programming finds a wide variety of applicationsin such areas as artificial in-
telligence, compilation, constraints solving, debugging, and program analysis (Codish and Taboch 1999;
Hill and Gallagher 1998; Lamma et al. 1996; Martens and De Schreye 1995b; Sterling and Shapiro 1994).
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Meta-interpreters have also been successfully applied to aspect-oriented programming (De Volder and D’Hondt 1999;
Brichau et al. 2002). Recently, Sheard presented a number ofchallenges in meta-programming(Sheard 2001).

Despite the intensive research on meta-programming insidethe logic programming com-
munity (Apt and Ben-Eliyahu 1996; Apt and Turini 1995; Levi and Ramundo 1993; Martens and De Schreye 1995b),
termination behaviour of meta-programs has attracted relatively little attention, with Pe-
dreschi and Ruggieri being the only known notable exception. In their work (Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1997),
a generic verification method is used, based on specifying preconditions and postcondi-
tions. Unfortunately, their termination results are restricted only to the “vanilla” meta-
interpreterM0. It is not immediately obvious how their results can be extended to alter-
native meta-interpreters, nor if a relationship between termination characterisation of the
interpreted program and the meta-program can be established.

Researchers working on modular termination aim to discoverhow level mappings re-
quired to prove termination of separate modules can be combined to obtain a termination
proof for the entire program (Apt and Pedreschi 1994; Bossi et al. 2002; Pedreschi and Ruggieri 1996;
Verbaeten et al. 2001). Since meta-program can be viewed as aunion of a meta-interpreter
and of the clause-encoding of an interpreted program, theseresults might seem applicable.
However, clause-encoding represents a program as a set of facts. Therefore, for any pro-
gramP , termination ofclause(H ,B) with respect toce(P) is trivial and any level-mapping
is sufficient to show termination. Hence, no useful information on termination ofP is pro-
vided by the level-mapping and termination of the meta-program cannot be established.

Our methodology gains its power from the use of the integrated approach presented
in (De Schreye and Serebrenik 2002), which extends the traditional notion of acceptability
by adding a wide class of orderings that have been studied in the context of the term-
rewriting systems. Theoretically, this approach has exactly the same power as the classical
level mappings based results, but in practice, quite often asimple ordering is sufficient to
prove termination in an example that would otherwise require the application of a complex
level mapping. Meta-programs provide typical examples of this kind.

The study of termination preservation for general meta-interpreters is an extremely dif-
ficult task. We do not believe that termination preservationconditions can be formulated
without assuming any additional information on the meta-interpreter or on the interpreted
programs. Therefore, we have identified a number of important classes of meta-interpreters
and proposed conditions implying termination preservation for each one of the classes.
Some authors (Bruynooghe et al. 1992; Cheng et al. 1989; van Harmelen 1989) have stud-
ied a meta-interpreter that uses a list of goals instead of a traditional conjunction of goals.
Study of termination preservation properties of this meta-interpreter is considered as a fu-
ture work.

The paper by Pedreschi and Ruggieri (Pedreschi and Ruggieri1997) is, to the best of our
knowledge, the only one to study additional verification properties of the meta-interpreters
such as absence of errors and partial correctness. Their results hint at further research
directions in the context of verification of meta-interpreters.
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Appendix A “Vanilla” preserves the calls set

In this section we present a formal proof that the “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0 preserves
the set of calls (Lemma 1).

Before presenting the actual proof, we introduce an auxiliary notion ofpartition. Intu-
itively, a sequence of sequences(x1,1, . . . ,x1,n1), . . . ,(xm ,1, . . . ,xm ,nm ) forms a partition of
a sequence(x1, . . . ,xΣni

) if they are exactly the same, except for additional divisioninto
subsequences. More formally,

Definition 16

Let S be a set, and let(x1, . . . ,xk) be a sequence of elements of this set. Let(x11, . . . ,x1n1),

. . . ,(xm1, . . . ,xmnm ) be sequences of elements ofS . We say that(x11, . . . ,x1n1), . . . ,(xm1,

. . . ,xmnm ) forms apartitionof (x1, . . . ,xk) if the following holds:

• x1 = x11

• xk = xmnm

• If xl = xij then

xl+1 =

{

xi(j+1) if j < ni

x(i+1)1 otherwise

Proposition 1

The following properties hold:

• Let S be a set,(x1, . . . ,xk ) be a sequence of elements ofS and let

(x11, . . . ,x1n1), . . . ,(xm1, . . . ,xmnm )

form a partition of(x1, . . . ,xk ). Then, for any substitutionθ,

(x11, . . . ,x1n1)θ, . . . ,(xm1, . . . ,xmnm )θ

forms a partition of(x1, . . . ,xk)θ.
• Let S be a set,x1, . . . ,xk and y1, . . . ,yl be sequences of elements ofS and let

(x11, . . . , x1n1), . . . ,(xm1, . . . ,xmnm ) and (y11, . . . ,y1p1), . . . ,(yq1, . . . ,yqpq ) form a
partition ofx1, . . . ,xk andy1, . . . ,yl , respectively. Then,

(x11, . . . ,x1n1), . . . ,(xm1, . . . ,xmnm ),(y11, . . . ,y1p1), . . . ,(yq1, . . . ,yqpq )

forms a partition of(x1, . . . ,xk ,y1, . . . ,yl ).

Proof

Immediately from Definition 16.
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Proof of Lemma 1
In order to prove that the “vanilla” meta-interpreterM0 preserves the calls set we have to
show

{solve(A) |A ∈ Call(P ,Q)} ≡ Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)) ∩ {solve(A) |A ∈ BE
P },

where≡means equality up to variable renaming.
We prove the set-equality by proving containment in both directions. We start by proving

that the left-hand side set is contained in the right-hand side set and then prove the other
direction.

(⊆) Clearly,Call(P ,Q) ⊆ BE
P . Thus,{solve(A) | A ∈ Call(P ,Q)} ⊆ {solve(A) | A ∈

BE
P }. To prove the inclusion we need, therefore, to prove that{solve(A) |A∈Call(P ,Q)}

⊆ Call(M0∪ ce(P),solve(Q)). We show that every element of{solve(A) | A ∈ Call(P ,

Q)} is also an element ofCall(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)).
Let K ∈ {solve(A) | A ∈ Call(P ,Q)}. That is,K = solve(K ′) for someK ′ ∈ Call(P ,

Q). The proof is inductive and based on the derivation ofK ′.
Note that we are going to prove a stronger claim than we actually need: we prove that

for every queryA1,A2, . . . ,Ak in the LD-tree ofP andQ , there is a querysolve(A0),

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )) in M0 ∪ ce(P) and solve(Q) such
thatA0,(A21, . . . ,A2n2), . . . ,(Am1, . . . ,Amnm ) forms a partition ofA1, . . . ,Ak up to vari-
able renaming. Observe that this also means thatA0 is a variant ofA1.

• Induction baseK ′= Q andK = solve(Q), implyingK ∈Call(M0∪ce(P), solve(Q)).
SinceQ is an atomic query, the proof is completed.
• Inductive assumptionAssume that for some queryA1, . . . ,Ak in the LD-tree ofP

andQ , there exists a query

solve(A0),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ))

in the LD-tree ofM0∪ce(P) andsolve(Q), such that

A0,(A21, . . . ,A2n2), . . . ,(Am1, . . . ,Amnm )

forms a partition ofA1, . . . ,Ak up to variable renaming. This also implies thatA0 is
a variant ofA1.
• Inductive stepLet H ← H1, . . . ,Hl be a renamed apart version of a clause inP .

Then, the query(H1, . . . ,Hl ,A2, . . . ,Ak )θ, is the LD-resolvent ofA1, . . . ,Ak and
H ←H1, . . . ,Hl , whereθ = mgu(A1,H ).
We are going to construct the required query. The only clausein M0∪ ce(P) that
is applicable forsolve(A0),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )) is
solve(Head)← clause(Head,Body),solve(Body). Thus, the LD-resolvent is

clause(Headτ,Bodyτ),solve(Bodyτ),
solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2))τ, . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ))τ,

whereτ = mgu(solve(A0),solve(Head)). We denote this resolventR.
Recall thatHeadis a variable. Thus,Headτ = A0τ = A0. Moreover,Headis the only
variable affected byτ. Therefore,Body = Bodyτ andAij τ = Aij for all i and j .
Thus,R is

clause(A0,Body),solve(Body),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )).
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LetH ′←H ′1, . . . ,H
′
l be a renamed apart variant of the same clause asH←H1, . . . ,Hl .

By definition ofce, the atomclause(H ′,(H ′1, . . . ,H ′l)) is a variant of an element in
ce(P). Thus,R can be resolved withclause(H ′,(H ′1, . . . , H ′l)). Let σ be the most
general unifier ofclause(A0,Body) and ofclause(H ′,(H ′1, . . . ,H ′l ))). The resol-
vent ofR andclause(H ′, (H ′1, . . . ,H

′
l )) is, therefore,

solve((H ′1, . . . ,H
′
l )σ),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2))σ, . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ))σ.

SinceBody is a variable,σ is the most general unifier ofA0 and H ′, i.e., σ =

mgu(A0,H
′)∪{Body/(H ′1, . . . ,H

′
l)σ}. Thus, the following holds:

θ = mgu(A1,H )

A0 is a variant ofA1

H ′ is a variant ofH

Amnm is a variant ofAk

Thus,A0σ,H ′1σ, . . . ,H ′lσ are variants ofA1θ,H1θ, . . . ,Hlθ. Therefore, by Induc-
tive assumptionH ′1σ, . . . ,H ′lσ,(A21, . . . ,A2n2)σ, . . . ,(Am1, . . . ,Amnm )σ forms a
partition of(H1, . . . ,Hl ,A2, . . . ,Ak )θ up to variable renaming.
If l = 1 the proof is completed. Otherwise, the main functor of(H ′1, . . . ,H

′
l)σ is

comma and the first rule ofM0 should be applied. Reasoning as above one can
show that the unification with the head of the rule binds the meta-variables only. The
resolvent is thus,

solve(H ′1σ),solve((H ′2, . . . ,H
′
l)σ),

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2))σ, . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ))σ

Recalling our observation on the relation betweenσ andθ and applying Inductive
assumption completes the proof.

(⊇) Now we are going to prove the second part of the equality. That is

{solve(A) | A ∈ Call(P ,Q)} ⊇

Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)) ∩ {solve(A) | A ∈ BE
P }

Let K ∈ Call(M0∪ ce(P),solve(Q)) ∩ {solve(A) | A ∈ BE
P }. Then,K = solve(K ′)

for someK ′ ∈ BE
P . We need to show thatK ′ ∈ Call(P ,Q).

As earlier, we are going to prove this claim inductively and,similarly, we prove a
stronger claim than we need. We show that for every querysolve(A0),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)),

. . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )) in the LD-tree ofM0 ∪ ce(P) andsolve(Q), such thatA0

differs from true, there is a queryA1,A2, . . . ,Ak in the LD-tree ofP andQ , such that
A0,(A21, . . . ,A2n2), . . . , (Am1, . . . ,Amnm ) forms a partition ofA1, . . . ,Ak . Proving this
will imply the statement we would like to prove, sincetrue 6∈ BE

P .

• Induction baseIf K = solve(Q), thenK ′ = Q , andK ′ ∈Call(P ,Q). Q is an atomic
query, and it obviously partitions itself.
• Inductive stepAs above, assume that given a query

solve(A0),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ))
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in the LD-tree ofM0∪ce(P) andsolve(Q), such thatA0 6= true, there exists a query
A1,A2, . . . ,Ak in the LD-tree ofP andQ , such thatA0,(A21, . . . ,A2n2), . . . ,(Am1,

. . . ,Amnm ) forms a partition ofA1, . . . ,Ak . In particular, this means thatA1 is a
variant ofA0.
SinceA0 6= true, there is only one clause inM0 that can be used to resolvesolve(A0),

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )). This clause issolve(Head)←
clause(Head,Body),solve(Body). The resolvent obtained is

clause(Headτ,Bodyτ),solve(Bodyτ),
solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)τ), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )τ),

whereτ = mgu(solve(A0),solve(Head)). Recall thatHeadis a variable, i.e.,Headτ =

A0τ = A0 and that neitherBodynor any ofAij ’s can be instantiated byτ.
Next, theclause-atom of the resolvent has to be unified with a renamed apart vari-
ant of one of the facts in the clause encoding of the interpreted program. Let it be
clause(H ,(H1, . . . ,Hl )) and letθ be the most general unifier ofclause(A0,Body)
andclause(H ,(H1, . . . ,Hl )). In fact, sinceBody is a variable,θ is mgu(A0,H )∪

{Body/(H1, . . . ,Hl)θ}. Then, the next resolvent is

← solve((H1, . . . ,Hl )θ),solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)θ), . . . ,

solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )θ)·

If l > 1 we can apply another rule ofM0 and in one step obtain

← solve(H1θ),solve(H2θ, . . . ,Hl)θ),

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2)θ), . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm )θ)·

If H1θ is true, the proof is completed. Otherwise, we need to show that there exists
a query in the LD-tree ofP andQ satisfying the conditions above. We are going to
construct this query. LetH ′← H ′1, . . . ,H

′
l be a renamed apart variant of the same

clause as represented by an a variant ofclause(H ,(H1, . . . ,Hl )). Such a clause exists
by definition ofce(P). SinceA1 is a variant ofA0 andA0 is unifiable withH (via
θ), A1 is unifiable withH ′. Moreover, ifσ = mgu(A1,H

′), thenH ′1θ is a variant of
H1σ and(H2θ, . . . ,Hlθ) forms a partition ofH ′2σ, . . . ,H ′lσ.
The inductive assumption implies that(A21, . . . ,A2n2), . . . ,(Am1, . . . ,Amnm ) forms
a partition ofA2, . . . ,Ak . Thus, by Proposition 1(A21, . . . ,A2n2)θ, . . . ,(Am1, . . . ,

Amnm )θ forms a partition ofA2σ, . . . ,Akσ.
Therefore, by Proposition 1H ′1σ, . . . ,H ′lσ,A2σ, . . . ,Akσ satisfies the condition,
completing the proof.

Appendix B Double extended meta-interpreters do not violate LD-termination

In this section we present the formal proofs of the statements in Section 5.1. The first result
we need to prove is soundness of the double extended meta-interpreters. As mentioned
above, in order to prove the soundness result, we use thes-semantics approach presented
in (Bossi et al. 1994). For the sake of clarity, we present first the relevant results of their
work (notation has been adapted).
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Definition 17

(Definition 3.2 (Bossi et al. 1994))(Computed answer substitutions semantics,s-semantics)
Let P be a definite program.

O(P) = {A | ∃x1, . . . ,xn ∈ Varsn ,∃σ,

p(x1, . . . ,xn)
σ
7→P ✷

A = p(x1, . . . ,xn)σ },

whereQ
σ
7→P ✷ denotes the LD-refutation ofQ in the programP with computed answer

substitutionσ.

Instead of considering Herbrand interpretations, we are going to studyπ-interpretations,
defined as subsets ofBE

P . Next, an immediate consequence operatorT π
P onπ-interpretations

is defined:

Definition 18

(Definition 3.13 (Bossi et al. 1994))LetP be a definite program andI be aπ-interpretation.

T π
P (I ) = {A ∈ BE

P | ∃A
′← B1, . . . ,Bn ∈ P ,

∃ B ′1, . . . ,B
′
n variants of atoms inI and renamed apart,

∃ θ = mgu((B1, . . . ,Bn ),(B ′1, . . . ,B
′
n )) andA = A′θ }

As usual, we abbreviateT π
D ( /0) to T π

D , T π
D (T π

D ( /0)) to (T π
D )2, etc.

Example 26

Let D be the meta-interpreter presented in Example 11. Then, the following holds:

T π
D = {solve(true, true)}

(T π
D )2 = {solve((true, true),(true, true)),solve(true, true)}

...

(T π
D )ω = {solve(t , t) | t is a finite sequence oftrue}

✷

The existence of(T π
P )ω as observed in Example 26 is not a coincidence: one can show

that (T π
P )ω exists and that it is a fixpoint of the computation. Moreover,O(P) = (T π

P )ω.
Formally, this relationship is given by the following theorem (cf. Theorems 3.14 and
3.21 (Bossi et al. 1994) and (Falaschi et al. 1989)).

Theorem 6

Let P be a positive program. Then(T π
P )ω exists, it is a fixpoint of the computation and

O(P) = (T π
P )ω.

Using this result, we can show formally that double extendedmeta-interpreters are
sound.
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Proof of Lemma 2
Let D be a double extended meta-interpreter. LetP be an interpreted program,Q0 be an
interpreted query and letu1, . . . ,un be a sequence of terms. Then we need to show that
for every callsolve(Q , t1, . . . , tn) in Call(D ∪ ceD (P),solve(Q0,u1, . . . ,un)) there exists
a callsolve(G) in Call(M0∪ce(P),Q0) such thatQ is an instance ofG.

SinceM0 is known to be sound and complete, we are going to compare computed an-
swers obtained with respect toD with computed answers obtained with respect toM0.

Let P be an interpreted program,Q be an interpreted query and letu1, . . . ,un be a
sequence of terms. We have to show that for any computed answer solve(tD , t1, . . . , tn)

for solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un) (with respect toD ∪ ceD (P)) there exists a computed answer
solve(tM0) for solve(Q) (with respect toM0∪ce(P)), such thattD is an instance oftM0.
By Theorem 6, instead of reasoning on the computed answers wecan apply theT π opera-
tor. Formally, we have to show that the following holds:

∀ solve(tD , t1, . . . , tn) ∈ (T π
D∪ceD (P)

)ω

∃ solve(tM0) ∈ (T π
M0∪ce(P))

ω such thattD is an instance oftM0

We prove the claim by induction on the powerα of T π
D∪ceD (P)

.

• If α = 0, then(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)α = /0 and the claim holds vacuously.

• If α is a successor ordinal, then(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)α = T π
D∪ceD (P)

((T π
D∪ceD (P)

)α−1).

Let solve(tD , t1, . . . , tn) ∈ (T π
D∪ceD (P)

)α. By definition of the immediate conse-

quence operator, there exist a clause(A′← B1, . . . ,Bk ) ∈ D and atomsB ′1, . . . ,B
′
k

(variants of atoms in(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)α−1) such that there existsθ=mgu((B1, . . . ,Bk ),(B ′1, . . . ,B
′
k ))

andA′θ=solve(tD , t1, . . . , tn). Then, one of the following holds:

— A′ is solve(true, t11, . . . , t1n). Then,tD = true. By definition ofM0, solve(true)∈
(T π

M0∪ce(P))
1. Thus, the claim holds fortM0 = true.

— A′ is solve((A,B), t21, . . . , t2n). Then,

θ = mgu((B ′1, . . . ,B
′
k ),

(D11, . . . ,D1k1,solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n),D21, . . . ,D2k2,

solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n),C21, . . . ,C2m2))

Let B ′i = solve(tD,i , t i1, . . . , t in) andB ′j = solve(tD,j , t j1 , . . . , t jn) be atoms that
are unified withsolve(A, t31, . . . , t3n) andsolve(B , t41, . . . , t4n), respectively. By
definition ofθ, θ unifiesA with tD,i , B with tD,j , and maps(A,B)θ to tD . In
other words,tD = (tD,i , tD,j )θ, i.e.,tD is an instance of(tD,i , tD,j ).
BothB ′i andB ′j are variants of atoms in(T π

D∪ceD (P)
)α−1. Therefore, the induc-

tive assumption is applicable, and there exist atomssolve(tM0,i) andsolve(tM0,j )

in (T π
M0∪ce(P))

ω, such thattD,i = tM0,iδi andtD,j = tM0,j δj , for some substi-

tutionsδi andδj . Let sM0,i andsM0,j be renamed apart variants oftM0,i and
tM0,j respectively.
Then, given the clausesolve((A,B))← solve(A),solve(B), sM0,i can be uni-
fied withA andsM0,j with B . SinceA andB are free variables in the body, there
exists an mguθM0 of (solve(A),solve(B)) and(solve(sM0,i), solve(sM0,j )) and
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solve((A,B))θM0 = solve((sM0,i ,sM0,j )) holds. Since(T π
M0∪ce(P))

ω is a fix-

point forT π
M0∪ce(P)

(see (Falaschi et al. 1989; Bossi et al. 1994)),solve((sM0,i ,

sM0,j )) ∈ (T π
M0∪ce(P))

ω. Moreover, sincesM0,i andsM0,j are variable disjoint,

tD is an instance of(sM0,i ,sM0,j ), completing the proof in this case.
— A′ is solve(A, t51, . . . , t5n), whereA is an atom. Then,

θ = mgu((B ′1, . . . ,B
′
k ),

(D31, . . . ,D3k3,clause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sl ),

D41, . . . ,D4k4,solve(B , t61, . . . , t6n)

C31, . . . ,C3m3))

Then, letclause(tD1 , tD2 , t1
1 , . . . , t1

l ) andsolve(tD3 , t2
1 , . . . , t2

n) be elements ofB ′1, . . . ,
B ′k that can be unified withclause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sl ) andsolve(B , t61, . . . , t6n), re-
spectively. By definition ofθ, tD = tD1 θ andtD2 θ = tD3 θ.
SinceceD andceencode the same program, there exists an atomclause(tD1 , tD2 )

in ce(P). By the inductive assumption, there existssolve(tM0
3 ) ∈ (T π

M0∪ce(P))
ω,

such thattD3 is an instance oftM0
3 . Let sM0

3 be a variant oftM0
3 , such thatsM0

3
is variable disjoint fromclause(tD1 , tD2 ). Let ρ be a variable renaming such that
t
M0
3 = s

M0
3 ρ. The only variables that can be affected byρ are the variables of

s
M0
3 . By choice ofsM0

3 , this implies thattD1 ρ = tD1 . It should also be observed
thattD2 ands

M0
3 are unifiable.

The compositionρθ is a unifier of (clause(A,B),solve(B)) and (clause(tD1 ,

tD2 ),solve(sM0
3 )). LetθM0 be the most general unifier of these expressions. Thus,

there exists a substitutionδ such thatρθ = θM0δ. The head instancetM0 that will
be inferred isAθM0, that istD1 θM0. Therefore, the following holds:tD = tD1 θ =

tD1 (ρθ) = tD1 (θM0δ) = (tD1 θM0)δ = tM0δ, completing the proof.

• If α is a limit ordinal,(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)α =
⋃

β<α(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)β. In our case, the only

limit ordinal isω. In other words,(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)ω =
⋃

n<ω(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)n . Thus, if an

atom belongs to(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)ω, there exists a natural numbern, such that it belongs

to (T π
D∪ceD (P)

)n . For such atoms the claim follows inductively from the previous
cases.

As we have seen already in Example 13, unlike the “vanilla” interpreterM0, double
extended meta-interpreters do not necessarily preserve the set of calls. However, Lemma 3
allowed us to establish a correspondence between the sets ofcalls obtained with respect to
D and those obtained with respect toM0. We present the formal proof of the lemma.

Proof of Lemma 3
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. It is inductive and based on the derivation of
solve(Q , t1, . . . , tn). We are going to prove a stronger claim than we need: we prove that
for every query

solve(A0, t
0
1 , . . . , t0

n),E01, . . . ,E0p0,

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2), t
2
1 , . . . , t2

n),E21, . . . ,E2p2,

. . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ), tm1 , . . . , tmn ),Em1, . . . ,Empm
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in the LD-tree ofD ∪ceD (P) andsolve(Q0,u1, . . . ,un), such thatA0 differs fromtrueand
rel(Eij ) differs fromsolvefor all i andj , there is a query

solve(B0),solve((B21, . . . ,B2n2)), . . . ,solve((Bm1, . . . ,Bmnm )),

such thatA0 is an instance ofB0 and for alli , j , Aij is an instance ofBij .

• Induction baseIf solve(Q , t1, . . . , tn) = solve(Q0,u1, . . . ,un), thenQ = Q0, and the
statement of the lemma holds.
• Inductive stepAs above, assume that given a query

solve(A0, t
0
1 , . . . , t0

n),E01, . . . ,E0p0,

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2), t
2
1 , . . . , t2

n),E21, . . . ,E2p2,

. . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ), tm1 , . . . , tmn ),Em1, . . . ,Empm

in the LD-tree ofD ∪ ceD (P) andsolve(Q0,u1, . . . ,un), such thatA0 differs from
trueand for alli , j ,, rel(Eij ) differs fromsolve.
SinceA0 differs fromtrue, there is only one clause inD that can be applied to resolve
the query. This clause is (variables are renamed for the clarity of presentation):

solve(Head, t51, . . . , t5n)←

D31, . . . ,D3k3,clause(Head,Body,s1, . . . ,sk ),

D41, . . . ,D4k4,solve(Body, t61, . . . , t6n)

C31, . . . ,C3m3·

If the unification fails, the next query is not produced. Thus, let τ be the most general
unifier ofsolve(A0, t

0
1 , . . . , t0

n) and the head of the clause. In particular,A0τ = Headτ.
The resolvent obtained is thus,

D31τ, . . . ,D3k3τ,clause(Head,Body,s1, . . . ,sk )τ,
D41τ, . . . ,D4k4τ,solve(Body, t61, . . . , t6n)τ,C31τ, . . . ,
C3m3τ,E01τ, . . . ,E0p0τ,solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2), t

2
1 , . . . , t2

n)τ,
E21τ, . . . ,E2p2τ, . . . ,solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ), tm1 , . . . , tmn )τ,
Em1τ, . . . ,Empm τ

Let σ be a computed answer substitution forD31τ, . . . ,D3k3τ. If no such a substitu-
tion exists the next query is not produced. Next, the appropriately instantiated atom
of clause has to be unified with one of the facts in the clause encoding of the inter-
preted program. Let it beclause(H ,(H1, . . . ,Hl),s

1, . . . , sk) and letθ be the corre-
sponding most general unifier. The unifierθ should exist, otherwise, the computation
would have failed. Letδ be a computed answer substitution forD41τ, . . . ,D4k4τσθ.
Then, the next resolvent is

solve((H1, . . . ,Hl), t61, . . . , t6n)τσθδ,

C31τσθδ, . . . ,C3m3τσθδ,

E01τσθδ, . . . ,E0p0τσθδ,

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2), t
2
1 , . . . , t2

n)τσθδ,
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E21τσθδ, . . . ,E2p2τσθδ, . . . ,

solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ), tm1 , . . . , tmn )τσθδ,

Em1τσθδ, . . . ,Empm τσθδ

If l > 1 another clause ofD can be applied and the following resultant is obtained
after solving also appropriately instantiated calls toD11, . . . ,D1k1 (whereρ denotes
a substitution obtained during this application):

solve(H1, t31, . . . , t3n)τσθδρ,

D21τσθδρ, . . . ,D2k2τσθδρ,

solve(H2, . . . ,Hl), t41, . . . , t4n)τσθδρ,

C21τσθδ, . . . ,C2m2τσθδρ,

C31τσθδ, . . . ,C3m3τσθδ,

E01τσθδρ, . . . ,E0p0τσθδρ,

solve((A21, . . . ,A2n2), t
2
1 , . . . , t2

n)τσθδ,

E21τσθδρ, . . . ,E2p2τσθδρ, . . . ,

solve((Am1, . . . ,Amnm ), tm1 , . . . , tmn )τσθδρ,

Em1τσθδρ, . . . ,Empm τσθδρ·

We need to show that there exists a query in the LD-tree ofM0∪ce(P) andsolve(Q0)

that satisfies our inductive statement. We are going to construct such a query.
By the Inductive Assumption, there exists a query

solve(B0),solve((B21, . . . ,B2n2)), . . . ,solve((Bm1, . . . ,Bmnm )),

such thatA0 is an instance ofB0 and for alli , j , Aij is an instance ofBij . The only
clause that can be applied to resolve this query is the clausecorresponding to the
clause applied to resolve the corresponding query above. Let clause(H ′,(H ′1, . . . ,H ′l))
be a clause encoding of the same clause as represented byclause(H ,(H1, . . . ,Hl),s

1,

. . . ,sk ). In order to show that the unification ofB0 andH ′ succeeds observe that the
following holds:

A0 is an instance ofB0

A0τσ is unifiable withH

H ′ is a variant ofH

Let µ be the most general unifier ofB0 andH ′. Then,(H1, . . . ,Hl )τσθ is an instance
of (H ′1, . . . ,H

′
l ))µ. The following resolvent is obtained

solve((H ′1, . . . ,H ′l)µ),solve((B21, . . . ,B2n2)µ),

. . . ,solve((Bm1, . . . ,Bmnm )µ)

If l > 1 another rule ofM0 can be applied and the following resolvent will be ob-
tained:

solve(H ′1µ),solve((H ′2, . . . ,H ′l )µ),solve((B21, . . . ,B2n2)µ),

. . . ,solve((Bm1, . . . ,Bmnm )µ),
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We claim that the latter query satisfies the conditions of thelemma. Indeed, since
(H1, . . . ,Hl)τσθ is an instance of(H ′1, . . . ,H ′l ))µ, the query(H1, . . . , Hl)τσθδρ
is also an instance of(H ′1, . . . ,H ′l))µ. Thus,H1τσθδρ is an instance ofH ′1µ and
(H2, . . . ,Hl)τσθδρ is an instance of(H ′2, . . . ,H ′l ))µ. Recalling the inductive as-
sumption allows us to complete the proof.

Finally we present a formal proof of Theorem 3.

Theorem 3
LetP be an interpreted program,D a double extended meta-interpreter, andQ ∈BE

D∪ceD (P)
,

such thatQ is terminating with respect toP . Let u1, . . . ,un be a sequence of terms such
that{A |A ∈Call(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),solve6= rel(A)} is terminating with
respect toD . Thensolve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un) terminates with respect toD ∪ceD(P).

Proof
Let M0 be the “vanilla” meta-interpreter. By Corollary 1M0∪ ce(P) terminates with re-
spect tosolve(Q). This is equivalent to saying thatM0∪ce(P) terminates with respect to
Call(M0∪ ce(P),solve(Q)). Moreover, this also means thatM0∪ ce(P) terminates with
respect toS = {Aη | A ∈ Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)),η is a substitution}. By Theorem 1
M0∪ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect toS . Let≥1 be a minimal well-founded quasi-
ordering, such thatM0∪ce(P) is order-acceptable with respect toS via it.

Similarly, let≥2 be a well-founded quasi-ordering such thatD is order-acceptable with
respect to{A | A ∈ Call(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),solve6= rel(A)} via≥2.

We have to show that there exists a well-founded quasi-ordering� such thatD∪ceD(P)

is order-acceptable with respect to{solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)} via �. By Theorem 1 this will
imply termination.

Let� be defined onBE

D∪ceD (P)
as follows for any termst1, t2, t1

1 , . . . , t1
n , t2

1 , . . . , t2
n and

any atomsa1,a2:

1. solve(t1, t1
1 , . . . , t1

n)≻ solve(t2, t2
1 , . . . , t2

n), if there is a termt , such thatsolve(t1) >1

solve(t) andt2 = tθ for some substitutionθ;
2. a1 ≻ a2, if rel(a1) 6= solve, rel(a2) 6= solveanda1 >2 a2;
3. solve(t1, t1

1 , . . . , t1
n)≻ a1, if rel(a1) 6= solve;

4. a1 �� a2, if a1 anda2 are identical.

In order to prove that≻ is an ordering and that this ordering is well-founded we make
use of the minimality of> and of the Lifting Theorem (Theorem 3.22 (Apt 1997)). We
prove irreflexivity only as antisymmetry, transitivity andwell-foundedness can be proved
in a similar way. LetA be an atom such thatA≻A. If A is of the formsolve(t1, t1

1 , . . . , t1
n),

thensolve(t1) >1 solve(t) andt1 = tθ should hold for some substitutionθ. By Lemma 6,
there exists a directed derivationQ0, . . . ,Qn , such thatQ0 = solve(t1)(= solve(tθ)), Qn =

solve(t), for all 0≤ i < n, Qi >1 Qi+1. In other words,Q0 = Qnθ. Then, by the Lifting
Theorem (Theorem 3.22 (Apt 1997)) there exists a derivationstarting withQn , selecting
the same atoms as inQ0, . . . ,Qn , and resulting inQ2n , such thatQn is an instance ofQ2n .
Proceeding in this way we can construct an infinite directed derivation, contradicting the
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well-foundedness of>1. Alternatively, if the predicate ofA differs from solve, A >2 A

should hold, contradicting the irreflexivity of>2.
Next we prove thatD∪ceD (P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q ,u1, . . . , un).

Let A0 ∈ Call(D ∪ ceD (P),solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)). We distinguish between the following
two cases.

First, assume thatrel(A0) 6= solve. If rel(A0) = clausethe order-acceptability condition
holds immediately, since there are no recursive clauses defining this predicate. Otherwise,
order-acceptability ofD with respect to{A |A∈Call(D ∪ceD (P), solve(Q ,u1, . . . ,un)),

solve 6= rel(A)} via >2 implies that for any clauseA′ ← B1, . . . ,Bs , such thatmgu(A0,

A′) = θ exists, for any atomBi , such thatrel(A0)≃ rel(Bi) and for any computed answer
substitutionσ for← (B1, . . . ,Bi−1)θ holdsA0 >2 Biθσ. Therefore,A0 > Biθσ holds.

Hence, in the remainder of the proof we assume thatrel(A0) = solve. In this case, there
are three different kinds of clausesA′← B1, . . . ,Bs , such thatmgu(A0,A

′) = θ exists.

• A′ ← B1, . . . ,Bs is solve(true, t11, . . . , t1n)← C11, . . . ,C1m1. In this case there are
no recursive body subgoals and order-acceptability condition is trivially satisfied.

• A′← B1, . . . ,Bs is

solve((A,B), t21, . . . , t2n)← D11, . . . ,D1k1,solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n),

D21, . . . ,D2k2,solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n),C21, . . . ,C2m2.

By our assumption for allk , l ,p,q, neitherrel(Ckl ) nor rel(Dpq) depend onsolve.
Thus, the only recursive subgoals are an instance ofsolve(A, t31, . . . , t3n), and an in-
stance ofsolve(B , t41, . . . , t4n). We have to show thatA0 ≻ solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)θσ
andA0≻ solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n)θσδρ, whereθ = mgu(A0,solve((A,B), t21, . . . , t2n)),
σ is a computed answer substitution for(D11, . . . ,D1k1)θ, δ is a computed answer
substitution forsolve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)θσ, andρ is a computed answer substitution for
(D21, . . . ,D2k2)θσδ.
LetA′0 be obtained fromA0 by dropping all the arguments except for the first one. By
definition ofθ, θ is a unifier ofA′0 andsolve((A,B)). Letθ′ be a most general unifier
of A′0 andsolve((A,B)). Thus, there exists a substitutionθ′′ such thatθ = θ′θ′′.
Therefore,Aθσ = A(θ′θ′′)σ = Aθ′(θ′′σ), i.e.,Aθσ is an instance ofAθ′.
Moreover, by Lemma 3,A′0 is an instance of someA′′0∈Call(M0∪ce(P),solve(Q)).
Thus,A′0 ∈ S . Thus, by definition of>1, A′0 >1 solve(Aθ′) holds, and by definition
of �, A0≻ solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)θσ.
Sinceδ is a computed answer substitution forsolve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)θσ, by Corol-
lary 3.23 (Apt 1997), there exists a computed answer substitution δ′ for solve(A,

t31, . . . , t3n)θ′, such thatsolve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)θ′δ′ is more general thansolve(A,

t31, . . . , t3n)θσδ. Moreover, by Lemma 2 there exists a computed answer substitution
δ′′ for solve(Aθ′) such thatAθ′δ′ is an instance ofAθ′δ′′. Transitivity implies that
θ′δ′′ is more general thanθσδρ. Moreover, since all the unifiers are relevant, i.e., the
only variables affected are the variables of the terms to be unified,solve(Bθσδρ) is
an instance ofsolve(Bθ′δ′′). Furthermore, sinceM0∪ce(P) is order-acceptable with
respect tosolve(Q) via≥1, andδ′′ is a computed answer substitution forsolve(A)θ′,
A′0 >1 solve(Bθ′δ′′). Thus, by definition of�, A0 ≻ solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n)θσδρ.
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• A′← B1, . . . ,Bs is

solve(A, t51, . . . , t5n)←D31, . . . ,D3k3,clause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sk ),

D41, . . . ,D4k4,solve(B , t61, . . . , t6n),C31, . . . ,C3m3.

Similarly to the previous case, letθ be a most general unifier ofA0 andsolve(A,

t51, . . . , t5n). Then, letA′0 be an atom obtained fromA0 by dropping all the ar-
guments except for the first one. Observe thatθ is a unifier ofA′ and A, and,
therefore, ifθ′ is a most general unifier of these atoms,θ = θ′θ′′ for some sub-
stitution θ′′. Clearly, if an encoding of a clause inP via ceD can be unified with
clause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sk )θσ for a computed answerσ for← (D31, . . . ,D3k3)θ, the en-
coding of the same clause bycecan be unified withclause(A,B)θ′. Thus, ifδ de-
notes the computed answer substitution forclause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sk )θσ andδ′ denotes
the computed answer substitution forclause(A,B)θ′, Bθσδ is an instance ofBθ′δ′.
Furthermore, for any computed answer substitutionρ for ← (D41, . . . ,D4k4)θσδ,
Bθσδρ is an instance ofBθ′δ′. Reasoning as above and applying order-acceptability
via≥1, provesA′0 >1 solve(Bθ′δ′) and, thus, by definition of�, A0≻ solve(B , t61,

. . . , t6n)θσδρ.

Thus,D ∪ceD (P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q) and, by Theorem 1 termi-
nates with respect to it.

Appendix C Restricted double extended meta-interpreters do not improve
LD-termination

Example 21 illustrated that restricted double extended meta-interpreters are not necessarily
complete. However, a weaker result, stated in Lemma 8 can be shown. Here we prove this
result formally.

Proof of Lemma 8

By the completeness result of Levi and Ramundo (Levi and Ramundo 1993) every LD-
derivation ofP andQ can be mimicked by an LD-derivation ofM0∪ce(P) andsolve(Q).

Similarly to Lemma 2 the proof is done by induction on powers of the immediate conse-
quence operator. In this case, however, the immediate consequence operator forM0∪ce(P)

is considered. More formally, we have to show that

∀ α≤ ω ∀ solve(tM0) ∈ (T π
M0∪ce(P))

α

∃ solve(tD , t1, . . . , tn) ∈ (T π
D∪ceD (P)

)ω such thattM0 is a variant oftD

• If α = 1, the only value fortM0 is true. Assumptions of the lemma and the fact thatD

is restricted imply that(C11, . . . ,C1m1) finitely succeeds. Thus, there exists a finite
power l of the immediate consequence operatorT π

D∪ceD (P)
for D ∪ ceD (P) such

thatsolve(true, t11, . . . , t1n) is contained in(T π
D∪ceD (P)

)l .

• If α is a successor ordinal,solve(tM0) has been produced by applying one of the
clauses. We distinguish between the following cases:
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— Let solve((A,B))← solve(A),solve(B) be the applied clause. Then, there exist
solve(tM0

1 ) andsolve(tM0
2 ), variants of atoms in(T π

M0∪ce(P))
α−1, such that there

exists a most general unifierθ of (solve(A),solve(B)) and(solve(tM0
1 ),solve(tM0

2 )).
Then,tM0 is (t

M0
1 , t

M0
2 )θ, i.e.,tM0

1 , t
M0
2 , sinceA andB are free variables.

By our inductive assumption there exist atomssolve(tD1 , t1
1 , . . . , t1

n) andsolve(tD2 ,

t2
1 , . . . , t2

n) in (T π
D∪ceD (P)

)ω, such thattM0
1 is a variant oftD1 andt

M0
2 is a variant

of tD2 . Observe that(solve(tD1 , t1
1 , . . . , t1

n),solve(tD2 , t2
1 , . . . , t2

n)) is unifiable with
(solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n),solve(B , t41, . . . , t4n)), sinceA andB are free variables
and by Lemma 7.
Assumptions of the lemma and Definition 14 imply that there exists a finite
powerl , such that all computed answers ofrel(Cpq) andrel(Drs) are contained
in (T π

D∪ceD (P)
)l . Then, there exist atomsd11, . . . ,d1k1,d21, . . . ,d2k2,c21, . . . ,c2m2

such that there exists

θD = mgu((d11, . . . ,d1k1,solve(tD1 , t1
1 , . . . , t1

n),d21, . . . ,d2k2,

solve(tD2 , t2
1 , . . . , t2

n),c21, . . . ,c2m2),(D11, . . . ,D1k1,

solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n),D21, . . . ,D2k2,solve(B , t41,

. . . , t4n),C21, . . . ,C2m2))

By the third requirement of Definition 14, for every computedanswer substitu-
tion σ for (D11, . . . ,D1k1), σ does not affectA. Thus, the same holds for any
correct answer substitution as well. In other words, for anyd11, . . . ,d1k1, the se-
quence

(d11, . . . ,d1k1,solve(tD1 , t1
1 , . . . , t1

n))

is unifiable with(D11, . . . ,D1k1,solve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)) and, in particular,tD1 θD =

tD1 . Reasoning in a similar way allows us to conclude thattD2 θD = tD2 . Thus, an
elementtD inferred at this step is(tD1 θD , tD2 θD ) = (tD1 , tD2 ). By choice oftD1
andtD2 , tM0 = (t

M0
1 , t

M0
2 ) is a variant of(tD1 , tD2 ) = tD , completing the proof.

— Let solve(A)← clause(A,B),solve(B) be the clause applied. Then, there exist
atomsclause(tM0

1 , t
M0
2 ) andsolve(tM0

3 ), variants of some atoms in(T π
M0∪ce(P))

α−1,

such that there exists an mguθ of (clause(A,B),solve(B)) and(clause(tM0
1 , tM0

2 ),

solve(tM0
3 )). Then,tM0 is t

M0
1 θ, andt

M0
2 θ = t

M0
3 θ. Moreover, the restriction of

θ to the variables oftM0
2 and oftM0

3 is an mgu of these terms.
SinceceandceD encode the same interpreted programP , there are somes1, . . . ,sk ,
such thatclause(tM0

1 , tM0
2 ,s1, . . . ,sk ) belongs toceD (P). Moreover, by our in-

ductive assumption, there exists an atomsolve(tD3 , t3
1 , . . . , t3

n) ∈ (T π
D∪ceD (P)

)ω,

such thattM0
3 is a variant oftD3 . Reasoning as above, observe that there exist

atomsd31, . . . ,d3k3,d41, . . . ,d4k4 andc31, . . . ,c3m3 such that there exists

θD = mgu((d31, . . . ,d3k3,clause(tM0
1 , tM0

2 ,s1, . . . ,sk ),d41, . . . ,

d4k4,solve(tD3 , t3
1 , . . . , t3

n),c31, . . . ,c3m3),(D31, . . . ,

D3k3,clause(A,B ,s1, . . . ,sk ),D41, . . . ,D4k4,

solve(B , t61, . . . , t6n),C31, . . . ,C3m3))

and, similarly to the previous case,tD = t
M0
1 θD andt

M0
2 θD = tD3 θD . The third
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condition of Definition 14 implies thatθD restricted to variables oftM0
2 andtD3

is an mgu. Thus,

θD |Var(tM0
2 )∪Var(tD3 )

= θ |Var(tM0
2 )∪Var(tM0

3 )
ρ

for some variable renamingρ. In other words,tM0
1 θ(= tM0) andt

M0
1 θD (= tD)

are variants, completing the proof.

• Finally, similarly to Lemma 2 the only case of a limit ordinalis ω, and, since

T π
M0∪ce(P))

ω =
⋃

n<ω
T π

M0∪ce(P))
n

the claim follows from the established result for the finite powers of the operator.

Next we present a formal proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 4
Let D be a restricted double extended meta-interpreter. LetP be an interpreted program
and letQ be an interpreted query, such thatD∪ceD(P) LD-terminates forsolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,

vn), where(v1, . . . ,vn) are terms such thatsolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) is restricted. Then,P LD-
terminates with respect toQ .

Proof
In order to show thatP LD-terminates forQ it is sufficient to prove thatM0∪ce(P) LD-
terminates with respect tosolve(Q). Then, by Theorem 2P LD-terminates with respect to
Q . Thus, we aim to establish order-acceptability ofM0∪ce(P) with respect tosolve(Q).

First of all, we define a relationship onBE
M0∪ce(P). Then we show that the relationship

is a quasi-ordering, that it is well-founded and thatM0∪ ce(P) is order-acceptable with
respect tosolve(Q) via the relationship defined.

SinceD ∪ceD (P) LD-terminates forsolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn), D ∪ceD(P) is order-accep-
table with respect tosolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) via a quasi-ordering. Let a minimal quasi-ordering
such thatD ∪ceD (P) is order-acceptable with respect tosolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) via it, be de-
noted≥. Then, we definesolve(s)≻ solve(t) if there existsolve(s ,s1, . . . ,sn),solve(t , t1,
. . . , tn)∈Call(D∪ceD(P),solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn)) such thatsolve(s ,s1, . . . ,sn)> solve(t , t1,
. . . , tn) andsolve(s)�� solve(t) if solve(s) andsolve(t) are identical.

Next we have to show that≻ is indeed an ordering. We prove irreflexivity only. Antisym-
metry and transitivity can shown in a similar fashion, and well-foundedness of≻ follows
immediately from the well-foundedness of>.

Let solve(t) ≻ solve(t) for somet . Then, there exist atomssolve(t ,s1, . . . ,sn) and
solve(t , t1, . . . , tn) in Call(D∪ceD(P),solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn )) such thatsolve(t , s1, . . . , sn)>

solve(t , t1, . . . , tn).
If (t11, . . . , t1n) 6∈ Varsn then,s1, . . . ,sn andt1, . . . , tn are linear sequences of fresh vari-

ables. Recall that≻ is defined on the extended Herbrand base, i.e., in the factor set obtained
with respect to the variance relationship. Thus,solve(t ,s1, . . . ,sn) is, in fact, identical to
solve(t , t1, . . . , tn) up to variable renaming. Hence, the inequalitysolve(t ,s1, . . . ,sn) >

solve(t , t1, . . . , tn) contradicts the irreflexivity of>.
Alternatively, if (t11, . . . , t1n) ∈ Varsn we have to use the choice of≥ as a minimal
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quasi-ordering. By Lemma 6, there exists a directed derivation Q0 = solve(t ,s1, . . . , sn),

Q1, . . . ,Qk = solve(t , t1, . . . , tn). Let ci be a clause used to resolveQi and produceQi+1.
By Lemma 7,Qk is unifiable with the head ofc0. By the second condition of Defini-
tion 14 and by Lemma 8 the atom that producedQ1 can be selected to obtainQk+1. By
the third condition, the intermediate body atoms do not affect the first position ofsolve,
i.e., the first argument ofQk+1 should coincide with the first argument ofQ1. Moreover,
order-acceptability implies thatQk > Qk+1. Proceeding in this way one can construct an
infinitely decreasing sequence of atoms, contradicting thewell-foundedness of> and com-
pleting the proof of irreflexivity of≻. As stated above the remaining properties of≻ can
be established analogously.

Next we are going to prove order-acceptability. Letsolve(t0) be a call inCall(M0 ∪

ce(P),solve(Q)). Distinguish between the following cases.

• t0 is unifiable withtrue. By definition of double extended meta-interpreters none of
the predicates ofC11, . . . ,C1m1 is mutually recursive withsolve. Thus, the order-
acceptability condition holds trivially.

• t0 is unifiable with(A,B) via an mguθM0. Then, we have to prove thatsolve(t0)≻
solve(AθM0) andsolve(t0) ≻ solve(BθM0ρM0), whereρM0 is a computed answer
substitution forsolve(AθM0).
By the observation preceding the theorem, there exists a call AD

0 = solve(t ′0,u1,

. . . ,un) in Call(D ∪ceD (P),solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn)), wheret ′0 is a variant oft0. Since
t0 is unifiable with(A,B) and Lemma 7 holds,AD

0 can be unified with the head of
the second clause inD . Moreover, ifθD is the mgu, thenθD = θM0{u1/t21, . . . ,un/t2n}.
Let σD be a computed answer substitution for(D11, . . . ,D1k1)θD . By the third condi-
tion of Definition 14,AθDσD coincides withAθD . Thus,AθDσD = AθD = AθM0.
SinceD∪ceD(P) is order-acceptable,AD

0 > solve(AθDσD , t31θDσD , . . . , t3nθDσD ).
Then, it holds thatsolve(t ′0,u1, . . . ,un)> solve(AθM0, t31θDσD , . . . , t3nθDσD). Re-
calling the definition of≻ and that ifa1 anda2 are variants, thena1 �� a2, we con-
cludesolve(t0)≻ solve(AθM0), proving one of the order-acceptability decreases.
Next, we are going to see thatsolve(t0)≻ solve(BθM0ρM0). Indeed, order-acceptabi-
lity of D∪ceD (P) with respect tosolve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn) implies thatAD

0 > solve(B , t41,

. . . , t4n)θDσDρDδD , whereθD andσD as above,ρD is a computed answer substi-
tution forsolve(A, t31, . . . , t3n)θDσD andδD is a computed answer substitution for
(D21, . . . , D2k2)θDσDρD .
The third condition of Definition 14 implies thatσD cannot affect instances ofB . In
other words,BθDσD = BθD . Thus,BθDσDρDδD = BθDρDδD . The same con-
dition applied toδD impliesBθDρDδD = BθDρD . Lemma 8 implies that for every
computed answerAθDρD obtained with respect toD ∪ceD (P) there exists a com-
puted answerAθDρM0 obtained with respect toM0∪ce(P), such thatAθDρM0 is a
variant ofAθDρD . Recall, thatAθD coincides withAθM0. This implies as well that
BθDρD is a variant ofBθM0ρM0. Hence,

solve(t ′0,u1, . . . ,un) > solve(BθM0ρM0, t41θDσDρDδD , . . . , t44θDσDρDδD ).

Thus,solve(t0)≻ solve(BθM0ρM0), completing the proof in this case.
• t0 is unifiable withA via θM0, i.e., the last clause ofM0 is applied. In this case we
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have to show thatsolve(t0) ≻ solve(BθM0ρM0), whereρM0 is a computed answer
substitution forclause(A,B)θM0.
By the same observation on the call set, there existsolve(t ′0, t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Call(D ∪
ceD(P),solve(Q ,v1, . . . ,vn)), such thatt ′0 is a variant oft0. Lemma 7 implies that
solve(t ′0, t1, . . . , tn) can be unified with the head of the corresponding clause inD .
Moreover, the restriction of an mguθD to A coincides withθM0 up to a variable
renaming. LetσD be a computed answer substitution for(D31, . . . ,D3k3)θ

D . By the
third condition of Definition 14,AθDσD = AθD = AθM0. Thus, the call toclause
can be unified with the atom corresponding to the one used to computeρM0. In other
words, there exists a computed answer substitutionρD for clause(AθDσD ,B ,s1θDσD ,

. . . ,skθDσD ), such thatρD restricted to the variables ofAθDσD andB is ρM0 (up
to a variable renaming). Finally, the third condition of Definition 14 implies that
the computed answer substitutionδD for an instance of(D41, . . . ,D4k4) cannot af-
fect the corresponding instance ofB . Taking this discussion in consideration, the
order-acceptability decrease implies

solve(t ′0, t1, . . . , tn) > solve(BθM0ρM0, t61θDσDρDδD , . . . , t6nθDσDρDδD )

and, by definition of≻, solve(t0) > solve(BθM0ρM0), completing the proof.
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